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Ten Dollars Lost==

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Hotel Cirone.
Century Boot

Shop—8hoe§.
Wanted—Agents.

For sale—Stove.
To let—House.
Admr notice—Llewellyn E Colomy.
—Emily M Savage.
Exec notice—Henry J Joy.
—Mary E Delano.
—Rebecca W Hale.
—Parker Spofford.
Probate notice—Est Myer Gallert et als.
—Est Ethel B Worcester.
•«
—Est Henrietta Grace etals.
Notice of foreclosure—Henry Clark.
Com’rs Inland Fisheries and game
Public
notice.
H C Austin A Co—Undertaker and furniture.

Every Year, on each $500, subject
to check, not interest
bearing.
What

are

Delays

losing?
expensive.

It will pay you to look it
up.

you

are

ments—everybody alike.

Write

Bartlett’s Island, Mb:
J R Wallace—Help wanted.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

us.

burrill national bank,
88 MAIN*

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
7.03, 11.46 a. m., 4.14, p. m. Sundays, 8.11 a. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.08 a.
m., 6,85,10.62 p. m. Sundays, 6.20 p. m.

8T.. ELLSWORTH

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.

In

Absolute Safety
is the BEST

thing

patrons, present
inducements
i

we

and

MAILS RECBIVBD.

offer

to

our

MAIL CLOSES AT

prospective. Other
secondary import-

of

are

have

strong bank solicits YOUR

effect Sept. 27, 1914.

From West-7.18 a m; 4.14, p m.
From East—11.06, 6.36, and 10.62 p

m.

POSTOPPICB

Going West—10.80 am; 5 and 9 p
Going East—6.45 a m; 8.45 p m.

;

m.

Registered mail should be at postofBce half
an

It is upon this basis that this

ance.

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER IN

KLL8HORTH.

account.
Ending at Midnight Tuesday,

For Week

Oct. 13, 1014.
observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor &. Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

[From

ending

at

midnight.J

Temperature
4am
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Quality Store

The

I
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A

Wizzikin
with

a

I
Theatre f
|1

50c bot-

Wizzard Polish,

Polish Mop or Wizzard
Duster.
Window.

H. C. Austin & Co.,
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Look!

WedJ 81—
Thurs 48—
Fri.^T 66—
Sat
£58—
Son
60—
Mon
50—
Tues^il—

furW*
The Walk-E-Z Coat
A mug. comfortable, long-wearing
garment. No robe U necessary.
Knees and legs
warm and dry.
easy

arc

always protected,

and natural leg action.
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Sold by DAVID FRIEND, Ellsworth.
Also
Direct From The Factory
of Mackinaws

rhe Object of ,this
Advertisement

^iofortjevery reader of The American, who has need of any kind
**•

all

our

the lowest

W.
1

possible

rates.

Weather
condi tiono

Precip-

&

F.

"ONEY
Productive Real Estate;
•

Henry H. Higgins, Trees.

OF

Arthur W. Eaton, of Lamoine, and Miss
Verna 0. Lawrie, of Franklin, were married by Bev. P. A. A. Killam at the Baptist
parsonage in Ellsworth last Thnrsday
morning. A sister of the bride and two sisters of the groom completed
the wedding party. The single-ring service was
used. The bride and groom left on a short

No.

41.

M. Qellert, Sec’y.

ELLSWORTH

•
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MAINE
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We invite yonr attention to the following reasons for you to do
business at this bank:
Because it is a strong safe institution, and our aim is to make this
the Peoples Bank.
Because its officers and directors are among the safest and most
conservative business men in this community. Its officers have had
years of experience in the Banking business.
Because this Bank studies the needs of its customers, and properly
takes care of them, whether their business is large or small.
Because systematic savings pay; we receive deposits from fl up.
Because this Bank iB interested in the development of this
county.
Call on us whenever you are in town and let us serve you in any
way and at any time.

wedding trip.
B. T. Sowle,

wife and little son Cecil,
Bev. T. S. Boss and wife and Mrs. Ellie
Campbell have returned from an automobile trip to Danforth where they visited Wesley Sowle, who is principal of the
Danforth high school. While away they
enjoyed a few d4ya’ hunting, and brought
back two deer.
Cecil, the twenty-one
months’ old son of Mr. and Mrs. ISowle,
claims to have shot both.

Union Trust

Ellsworth has contributed flOO to the
Bed Cross work in Europe. The collection at the union evening Bervice on Peace
Sunday amounted to about f30, private
subscriptions brought the fund up to |52,
and the local branch of the Bed Cross
from its treasury to bring
contributed
the amount contributed lupjfto an even
hundred. The Rebeck has been forwarded
to the Bed Cross

headquarters

in

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must be economical. No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should

always

this

country.
Edward

A.,

the

eight-year-old

son

clear

clear

trustees and the county commissioners
a; may establish.
shock in Bangor Monday of last week, |
Rehearsals are being held by the Ellswas brought to his home here Monday.
worth (estival chorus in preparation (or
His condition is but slightly improved.
its concert to be given in Haneock hall
One o( the
Miss Ella Goodwin, who has been seri- next Wednesday evening.
o( the* program will be ;the seously ill two weeks, following an oper- (eatures
double
quartetteation for appendicitis, has .shown gradual lections by the ladies’
Misses Erva Giles and
improvement, and] unless unexpected first sopranos,
Misses
complications set in, is considered out of Margaret King; second sopranos.
May Bousey and Lillis Phillips; first altos,
danger.
Mrs. Harry E. Rowe and Mrs. B. B. WhitThe Main street bridge across Union
comb; second altos, Miss Carrie Russell
river was replanked last week, w’ith threeand Mrs. Charles Wormell. This will be
Street Commissioner
inch hard pine.
Ellsworth’s first opportunity to hear AMiss
Marden put on a big crew and rushed the
soloist, and her fine
work through with very slight interrup- Peterson, soprano
voice will make a splendid addition to the
tion to traffic.
program. Miss Croxford, reader, is one
Fulton J. Redman, of New| York, has o( the
younger artists in her line, but
W.
Sutton
house
on!
the
the.S.
purchased
The selections
is highly commended.
Burry road for a summer home. He ex- ! given by these ladies, with the varied
four
months
of
at
least
to
spend
pects
numbers o( the chorus, will make a proThe news is
each year in Ellsworth.
gram that ought to prove the musical

gratifying

to his

wno

sunerea

many„Ellsworth

friends.

Mrs. John P. Eldyidge
Monday by the critical illness of her
brother, Edward G. Ayer. Mr. Ayer died
jresterday. Mr. Eldridge and daughter
Bernice left to-day for Dexter to attend
;he funeral, which will be held to-morwas

LOAN

Collateral and Commercial Paper.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

RIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

event o( the

season.

called to Dex-

ter

row.

Ruth, little daughter of Glenn A. Lawand wife, has returned to her home
n Rockland, after a visit with her granuMr.
jarents, Judge King and wife.
ind Mrs. Lawrence were here for a tew
lays. Robert King has returned to Bangor law school.
been issued for the
Invitations
wedding of Jessie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. Morang, of this city, to
£dward|Harold Hamblen, of Springfield,
Hass., to take place at the Unitarian
church Wednesday evening, Oct. 28, at 8
>’clock. A reception will follow at the
some of the bride’s parents.

GREEN LAKE.
Patten and wi(e spent
last week at the lake.
E. P.

Miss Georgia F. Jude, of Ellsworth, and
Charles R. Bulger, of Cranberry Isles,

a

(ew days

Mrs. T.
daughter Laura were
guests of Amos Hardy over Sunday.
A. G. Noyes and wife had as guests Sunday Langdon Freese and wife, of Bangor.
James Race and wife, and Miss Nellie
Race are visiting their parents, Supt. E. E.
Race and wife, at the hatchery.
James Laird, of Woods Hole, Mass., has
Dodd and

been appointed to take the place of the
late Rockwell S. Spencer at the hatchery.

DOLLARDTOWN.

have

Arthur

of his income.”

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

ELLSWORTH

Ellsworth, Me.

FALLS.

Arthur and David Foster

were

NORTH

home

for

tree to

■■

lampoeu,

portion

and Monday.
prevent his wandering Sunday
Charles E. Lynch and wife
Shortly after,5 o’clock his mother
a

Capt. N. H. Means, though still confined
him, and found he had freed himbed, is much better.
self from the rope. The body was found
Mrs. Harold Robinson, of Chicago, is soon afterward in the river, only a short
visiting her parents, C. L. Morang and distance away.
wife.
Harry and Robert Nickerson, of StockMrs. Sarah A. Smith, who has been vis- ton Springs, who created a disturbance
iting relatives in Carmel, returned home at the Mariaville fair last Wednesday
Saturday.
evening, were arraigned in the Ellsworth
P There will be a regular meeting of Irene municipal court Thursday, having been
chapter, O. E.~8., Friday evening. Circle arrested by Sheriff Silsby. Harry Nickerson had to answer
to two charges—
supper at 6.30.
SSsflB
drunk and disorderly and assault and
"^Gerald Leighton, of Bangor, was the
battery. He pleaded guilty to both, and
week-end guest of his grandparents, J?P.
Judge Mason imposed a fine of §3 and
Southard and wife.
costs on the first charge and flO and costs
ft Roswell Murch, wife and son John, of on the second, the total
being §42.02,
Deer Isle,* are visiting Mrs! Murch’s which was
Robert Nickerson
paid.
mother, Mrs. Mary Laffln.
to
the
of assault
guilty
charge
pleaded
William J. Flanagan and Adelbert L. and battery, and paid a fine of §10and
Miles, of Ellsworth, have entered the costs, amounting in all to §20.
University of Maine law school.
The proposition submitted by Judge
John W. Coughlin will, on Friday, move Emery last week to the city government,
his barber shop from the Phillips build- on behalf of the trustees of the public
ing to the store next above Austin H. library, for the better preservation of public documents contributed to the liJoy’s.
Clarence B. Day, wife and son Robert brary, by installing them in a room on the
are in Calais for Mr. Day’s vacation
from third floor of the county court house, was
the postoffice.
They made the trip by taken up with the county commissioners
The Hancock County Bar
yesterday.
automobile.
at a meeting yesterday afterOwing to the Foresters’ dance Friday association,
noon, had already given its unanimous
evening of this week, C. E. Monaghan :
endorsement to the plan, and the county
has postponed the opening of his dancing
commissioners readily agreed to the
school to Oct. 23.
proposition. Only slight changes in the
Howard B. Moor, the newly-appointed
way of the shelving will be necessary to
member of the board of county commis-,
fit the room for the documents, and here
hiB
seat
took
with
the
board
sioners,
yesthey will be not only better preserved but
terday for the first time.
more easily accessible.
They are for the
Mrs. B. L. Potter and little son, who! free use of the citizens of the county as
have been visiting Mrs. Potter’s parents, well as the people of Ellsworth, under
C. P. Dorr and wife, have returned to such regulations as the Ellsworth library
m.

save a

Hancock

of

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bragdon, was drowned
in Union river at the rear of his home on
12 m
forenoon afternoon
Grant street late Thursday afternoon.
60—
clear
fair
56—
The little fellow, wrho had been an incloudy
cloudy
56—
rain
.28 valid from a nervous trouble since an illcloudy
58— cloudy, fog cloudy, fog
ness a fewr years ago, demanded almost
63—
fog
cloudy
constant attention. Thursday he was left
71—
clear
ciear
playing in the yard, attached by a long
65—

Moran has returned from Presque

Isle.
Reuel Butler and daughter, Mrs. Abbott,
and
were the guests of J. A. Stackpole

recently.
Mrs. W. S. Spencer, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Joseph Stackpole, has
wi(e

returned to Ellsworth Falls.
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itatiou
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I_ELLSWORTH,
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and prompt settlepolicies combine broad protection
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Upiop Trust Gopipapy

October term of tbe supreme court
Machias.

rope to
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the
at

their home in Massena, N. Y.

Large Line

John A. Peters, Pres.

Emery Smith w^s arraigned in the
Ellsworth municipal court Monday on
complaint of Deputy Sheriff H. L. Fernaid, of Franklin,charged with obstructing
an officer in the performance of bis
duty.
He pleaded not guilty, but was adjudged
guilty, and bound over for appearance at

—*

Permits

■

Vbbttittment*.

married at Bar Harbor Saturday by
Bev. A. M. MacDonald. Tbe bride baa
been a successful teacber in the schools of
Ellsworth and elsewhere in tbe county.
Ellsworth friends extend congratulations.
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FREE

See

1914.

—

We pay 2 per cent., credited monthly, on all check
accounts of $500 and over. No special
agree-

j

—....

MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 14,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NSW

merican.

are

home

visit in Brewer.

a

Miss Mildred Eaton, of New York,
here

Monday calling

on

was

friends.

Mrs. Frank Holden is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Harriet L. Hastings.
Christopher Moody and wife, of Monroe, are guests of A. W. Ellis and wife.
Rocoe |Grover, of Amherst, visited his
sister, Mrs. C. A. Higgins, Saturday and
Sunday.
Miss Florence Giles has returned to
Amherst after visiting her sister, Mrs. W.
M. Davis.
Mrs. Lizzie Gatchell, who has been in
Bangor several months, is boarding in the
home of W. M. Hamilton.

Miss Ruth
Hancock.

ELLSWORTH.

Maddocks

Bryan Maddocks,

teaching

is

of Bar

in

Harbor, and
recently

Hamlin Maddocks, of Bangor,
visited their parents here.

Dr. G. A. Phillips, of Bar Harbor, has
harvested a crop of 4,000 buBhels of potatoes, on his farm at Nicolin.
Mrs. Mary Perry, after two months with
daughter, Mrs. H. E. Maddocks, has
gone to her home in Sorrento for the winher

ter.

Robert Fomforth and wife, with son
Clarence and daughter, Miss Robertine,
of Connecticut, were recent guests of their
cousins, the Maddocks family, making
the trip by automobile. They were accompanied by Mrs. Elvira Lewis, of Steuben.

Dunning, of Lynn, Mass., was
the guest of Fred J. Maddocks and family
Sunday on his way to Columbia Falls for
a visit.
Andrew

Charles

W.

Smith

went

to Amherst

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Friday evening, Oct. 16,

at

Odd Fellows

Foresters’ ball. Dance tickets, 50
Sunday to join Mrs. Smith, who has been hall
visiting there for several days, and enjoy cents; ladies free.
a few days’ hunting.
Saturday evening, Oct. 17, at Society
A shipment of fourteen cans of land- hall—Dance.
locked 6&lmon was received here last week
Wednesday evening, Oct. 21, at Hanfrom Enfield hatchery, accompanied by cock hall—Ellsworth music festival. ReSupt. Darling, and were planted in Branch served seats, 25 and 35 cents.
pond. The fish were secured through the
efforts of A. R. Phillips.
<3trf>misnnnue.
—

LAKEWOOD.
Frank Wilbur is making his home with
Granville Tate.
Clarence Garland is improving his field
by blasting and removing large bowlders.
Martin A. Garland and wile visited Mrs.
Garland’s mother, Mrs. Warren, ol Otis,

recently.
Few potatoes have rotted.
yield is the general report, with
small

A

large

very few

Men’s Shoes
Complete

new

and winter

line for fall

wear.

10% Discount
FOR CASH all this month.

ones.

R. L.

Sargent

is

pipe,

which

ago.
have

He finds it

was

his water-

digging up
H. P.
by Dr. Haines years
MAIN
ST.,
will
and
beyond repair,

laid

put in a new line.
The threshers have made their annual
visit in this section, and have cleaned up
the grain for the farmers. It is gratifying
to note that larger quantities of grain are

CARTER,
ELLSWORTH

to

being

grown.

Unitarian Church Notes.
The Unitarian minister’s text for Sunday morning will be “Behold the Lamb of
God, which taketh away the sins of the
world”. The first meeting of the Unitarian club will be held at the Wyman
cottage, the home of Mr. Tickle, next
Monday evening at 7.30.
At the annual meeting of the Unitarian
parish last Wednesday evening, following
a parish supper, officers were re-elected
for the ensuing year as follows: F. S.

Linnehan’s Auto

Livery

Overland Car
Water Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

■

TELEPHONE 117-2

Auto for Hire
Chalmers

Car

Touring

Alley’s Stable,
Ellsworth.

Franklin St.,

Telephone

Auto

61-5.

Livery

Lord, president; Miss M. A. Greely, viceF. H. Osgood’s Stable.
president; F. S. Call, clerk; E. C. Osgood,
treasurer and collector; F. S. Lord, C. L.
To
for long or short trips. Telelet
Morang and L. F. Giles, trustees; Mrs. E.
E. Rowe, Mrs. F. L. Kent and W. H.
Titus, pulpit committee; Mrs. J. P. Eldridge, Mre. W. H. Titus and C. L. Morang,
finance committee.

At the annual meeting of the Unitarian
club Thursday evening, officers were
elected as follows: Roy C. Haines, president; Mrs. A. I. Richardson, vioe-president; Mrs. C. H. Leland, secretary; Miss
Mabel Lord, treasurer. Meetings will be
held the first and third Monday evenings
of each month, at the homes of members,
except open meetings, which will be held
the

Arrangements are now
vestry.
being made for a Hallowe’en party to be
held at Hancock hall Friday evening,
Oct. 30.

at

phone 29-2.

Motor Boat
TO
Apply

LET by day

or

week.

to ALBERT N. CUSHMAN,
Ellsworth, Maine.

H. EVERETT HALL
Organist and Choirmaster of the Unitarian
church, Bangor,

Teacher of Piano and Pipe Organ
will receive pupils on Saturdays
at Ellsworth.

Leschetizky Method Taught
Telephone 34-4

Hfctorrtiannmte.

Jtiutual sennit column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.

EDITED BY ”4U*T MADGE”.

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the rout -* 1
benefit, and alms to be helpful and bopefull
Being for the common good, It Is for the common uee—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications must he signed, but the name of

Lesson III.—Fourth Quarter, For
Oct. 18,1914.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, Mark xiv, 32-42.
Memory Verees, 34-36—Golden Text,

writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without rood reason. Address
all communications to
The America*.
Ellsworth, Me.

Matt, xxvi, 41—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

Wholly forgetful of Himself and His
approaching sufferings, in a way that
we cannot understand, He comforted
that little band with the incomparable
words of John xiv, xv, xvl and prayed the prayer of John xvii, such a
prayer as was never prayed on earth
before or since.
Then they sang a
hymn and went out into the mount of
Olives (verse 2t5). He went forth over
the brook Cedron, because Ills son
Israel had turned against Him and
would not have Him (Ex. iv, 22; Ps.
We cannot but think of
lxxxi, 11).
His father David going forth over the
same brook because his son rebelled
against him (II Sam. xv, 23), but as
truly as David returned and reigned
when the rebellion was over, so shall
the Son of David return and reign
when Israel's rebellion is over.
Having entered a garden in Gethsemane (John xvili, 1), He said to His
disciples, “Sit ye here while I shall
pray," and. leaving eight of them. He
took Peter and James and John and
went a little farther and began to be
sorrowful and very heavy (verse 33;
Matt xxvi 37). Putting the three records together as well as we can, it
seems to have been like this: He was
withdrawn from the three favored disciples about a stone's cash saying to
them, “My soul is exceeding sorrowful unto death.
Tarry ye here and
watch with me.” Then He went forward a little and kneeled down and
fell on His face on the ground and
prayed, saying, “O my Father, If It be
possible let this cup pass f’-om me;
nevertheless, not my will but Thine be
done.” And there appeared an angel
unto Him from heaven, strengthening
Him.
And. being in an agony. He
prayed more earnestly, and His sweat
was as it were great drops of blood
falling down to the ground. (Matt
xxvi, 37-39; Mark, xiv, 33-36; Luke xxli,

41-44.)
Then He came to the three and found
them asleep and saith unto Peter: “Simon, sleepest thoul Couldest thou not
watch with me one hour? Watch ye
and pray lest ye enter into temptation.
The spirit indeed Is willing, but the
flesh is weak.” He went away the second time and prayed the same words,
and returned and found them asleep
again, and they did not know what to
answer Him.
He went away and prayed the third
time, saying the same words. Then
He came the third time to the three
and said, "Sleep on now, and take your
rest. It is enough, the hour Is come,
behold, the Son of Man is betrayed
into the hands of sinners.” Then He
returned to the eight and found them
also sleeping for sorrow, and said:
“Why steep ye? Rise and pray lest
This atye enter into temptation.”
tempt at a conservative story of that
awful night in the garden may not be
quite correct in every detail, but It is
helpful even to try to do it Do it for
yourself, and you will be Messed in
doing it
It Is clear that He prayed three
times, that He found them three times
sleeping, that He sweat, ns It were,
drops of blood, that an angel strengthened Him, that after His agony He
was able to rise up and go to meet
His enemies.
What shall we say of the favored
three who were also with Him at the
raising of the ruler’s daughter and on
the mount of transfiguration and two
of them honored to bring to Him the
ass’ colt and to prepare the Passover?
What about their sleeping at His
transfiguration (Luke lx, 32), as well
as in the garden, and the fact that
neither glory nor suffering can keep
such mortals as we are awake? What
about the boasting of Peter and then
his not being able to watch one hour?
Oh. the loneliness of it all on His
side! “No man knoweth the Son save
the Father.”
How can He continue
to love such as we are and ever hope
to make anything out of us? May His
patience with us make us more patient with each other.
As to His own experience in the
garden we may be quite certain that
He was not shrinking from death on
the cross, nor was He asking to be delivered from that. We know that the
devil tried to kill Him as a babe In
Bethlehem and by His own townsmen
It Nazareth nnd possibly in the storm
jn the lake, but he could not, for the
Hme had not come.
My own convlcfion concerning His agony and bloody
iweat in Gethsemane Is that it was anather attempt of the devil to kill Him
pefore the time and thus prevent His
great sacrifice for sin on Calvary. The
key to It is found in Heb. v, 7, "He
offered up prayers and supplications
with strong crying and tears unto
Him that was able to save Him from
leath and was heard.” It is the record of His third weeping. He prayed
be saved from death, and He was
leard and therefore saved from death,
the death In the garden which seemid imminent An angel came to Him
tnd strengthened Him that He might
go on to the cross and finish the great
itonement for sin which He came to
makfe. Set He was willing to leave
His work unfinished and die In the
garden If His Father should so will tt.

esThis column K devoted to the Grange.
to the grange* of Hancock county.
the
The column i* open bo all grangers for
discussion of topics of general interest, and
ror report* of grnnge meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communication* must

pecially

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

GOOD WORD*.

When you meet a man that’s bine
There’s one thing that you should do,
Slap him on the back and say:
“Better luck another day!”
Cheer him up and make him smile—
Don’t keep “knocking” all the while,
Good words come amazing cheap:
Use them—for they help a heap.

1

When you see a man in woe
Slap his back and say “Hello!”
It he’s down upon his luck.
Cheer him up and give him pluck,
Laugh and grab him by the hand
And then boost to beat the band.
Good words won’t cost you a dime.
And they’ll help him every time.
When you

see

a

man

v

knocked out.

Stop and ask him what it’s about;
Help bim to his feet, and then
Urge the man to try again.
Fill his heart with “plucky dope’’—
Equal parts of cheer and hope.
Good words help a man along
When he’s up against it strong.

B.

reunion

October 8,

The good
according to appointment.
niece (or nieces) elected to furnish'a report for the column will present the
particulars of that pleasant event in the
next issue of The American.

“Mol’s” address until Oct. 18 will be
14 Burleigh street Waterville. We are all
very glad of her cheery letter, and hope
for her full restoration to good health.
Another welcome letter follows, but we
do wish we could have met “Did” in person October 8.
Bar

Harbor. Oct. 8.

Dear M. B. Sitters
Just a line to say I expected to be with you
at •‘Hillcreat” this lovely day, but just at the
last found I could not come. So sorry! I
called on Jennie, but she was not at home.
Did not have my visiting cards with me, so
borrowed a pencil of the driver and had an
Id card in my purse, so used that. Will try
it again, as I know where she lives. Went
and had an interesting visit with Aunt Sue.
I could follow her all the way, as I have been
over that route twice.
I am sorry for *4Mol” who is in the hospital.
If I knew where and which one would sent
her a card. So sorry that Uncle Dudley has
passed away, and sorry for the one who is
left in loneliness, as we'all have to suffer
when our dear ones leave us.
Aunt Emma, burry up and get well so as to
write one of your interesting letters. I know
what they are, for I have had two or three.
They are great, as all of the M. B. sisters who
have written to me are.
Now I will let some one else say a word.
Hope that you all had more than a good
time, and that I may be with you all next
Did.
year. I am as ever,
101 Main street. Bar Harbor.

I am always pleased when I hear that
M. B.s sojourning in different places find
each other out, get acquainted and enjoy
each other's society. Did I tell you that
the husband and son of “Eunice” made
me a call at the door a few weeks ago, askif “this is Aunt

Madge?”

1

appreci-

ated it very much.
What a lovely month is October!

foliage
this
mer

good

The

brighter or prettier than
year. How much of beauty the sumpeople lose who go early to their winnever was

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
Oct. 2, thirty-seven member* were presOne candidate was instructed in
ent.
Srsl end second degrees. We have had a
goodly number at grange for a few evenings back and shall expect more as the
county grange draws near—Oct. 30.
Last Friday was ladies’ night. The degree work was carried out in an able
manner, a credit to the officers, as they
were all young and new to the chair*.
Next Friday is men’s night, and we look
for something instructive snd interesting.
The side that furnishes the best program
and workwill be treated by thelosingside.

CUfontioTi

Is it possible there is a woman in this country who continues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, which proves beyond contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffering among women than any other one medicine in the world ?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women—
and eveiy year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true. Here are three never before published:

BROOKRV1LL*.
Oct. 8 with a
larger attendance than usual. One memIt
ber was received by reinstatement.
was voted to hold a contest between the
brothers snd sisters, the brothers to fill
the ebaira snd (urnisb the program, Oct.
22. A good program was presented by the
RAINBOW, 203. NORTH
grange met

Rainbow

lecturer

Apply Sloan’s Freely for Lumbago.
Your attacks of Lumbago are not nearly so
hopeless as they seem. You can relieve them
almost instantly by a simple application of
Sloan’s Liniment on the hack and ioins.
Lumbago is a form of rheumatism, aud yields
perfectly to Sloan’s which penetrates quickly
all in through the sore, tender muscles, limbers up the back and makes it feel fine. Get
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment for 25 cents of
any druggist and have it in the house—
against colds, sore and swollen joints, rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica and like ailments.
Your money back if not satisfied, but It does
give almost instant relief.

degrees will be conferred
and

nas

made

me

well and I

can

From Mrs. J. D. Murdoch,

Jen-

will be served.

47#, KIABWORTH,

MARIAV1IAK. 441.

Quincy, Mass.

tnea it ana louna reiiei Deiore I naa

finished the first 1 Kittle. I continued taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman and earn my own
living.”—Mrs. Jake D.
Murdoch, 25 Gordon St, South Quincy, Mass.

program.

to LYDIA E. PIN K HAM MEDICIXE CO.

P^F
Your letter will l>c
a woman

elevation of about 500 feet, and filled up on
clam chowder of the tastiest sort.
The party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Smith, their daughter Zelma, P. G. Wooster j
and wife (the first three from South Hancock,
Maine, the last named from Oak Bluffs, Mass ,)
and Philip Martin and Miss Josie Gisler.
This parkvcontains 600 acres, and is in the
making, having but just begun. It has steep

j
|

hillside with winding, rustic-fenced, easy
grade paths and level lands beside the Arroyo
8aco, a dry river. And there is a Urge plunge
uBed every day by men, women and children.
This park is fitted up especially for basket
picnickers, and all times of day, from 10 a. m.
to about 15 p. m you may see parties with
their lunch baskets, coming and going. The
hillside is shaded with great live oaks, and
the bottom land is being planted to them.
Thirty-eight years ago I got my first view, a
grand view, from the brow of the hill of this
land, the valley, the foothills and the majestic
mountains beyond. Here was Sheep Corral
Springs, where sheep were driven in by
herder and dogs to water and rest. I rode my
Indian pony about here, and saw corral fences
broken down, and manure a foot or two .deep.
The first settlers were carting away the
manure to fertilize their orange trees.
I bad uo idea then that the day would come
when we two schoolmates,JMr. Smith and I, of
the little red schoolhouse, would have the
privilege of sitting down to a clam chowder
here, and that he would have a daughter who
would prepare it and set the table. Strange
events, even under the eyes of us two, since
we, with twine, piphook and cheese, fished for
mice in that airy, old schoolhouse. I cau see
those wide cracks aud knot-holes now. There
Scban.
was where we cast the hook.

A

Pretty Salad

—

A

slice of canned

pineapple, chopped frnit and nuts on top,
with salad dressing over and a candied
#
cherry in the center.
NEW

whole, pat

a

core, leaving the apples
raisin in the center.
Eat

Mrs. R
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

Emory

Snow’s many
him out again.

friends

are

glad

to

Lewis Black, jr., has moved into his
father’s house for the winter.
Miss Mary Harris, of Hallowell, is visiting at the Methodist parsonage.
Mackie Bros. Co., of Brockton, have set
up their portable mill in the James

Everett and Maurice.

Grovea Cousins has sold his farm to Mrs.
and moved to Rockland.
Mrs. Carter has rented a part of the house
to Mackie Bros. Co. for a boarding-house.
C.
Oct. 12.

Emily Carter

_

BUCKSPORT CENTER.
Mrs. Eunice Amanda Pratt died Thursday, Oct. 8, at the age of seventy-seven
years. She leaves one brother—John Farfleld Collomore; and one sister
Sarah J.
Stevens.
—

Torturing eczema spreads its burning area
Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
every day.
its spreading, instantly relieves the itching,
cures it permanently. At any drug store.—
Advt.

New York, Oct. 9
To induce every
property-owner in the United States to
increase the number of birds on bis land
is the avowed purpose of a movement just
launched in New York, according to an
announcement made by T. Oilbert Pearson, secretary of the National Association
—

^Cupboard)
WHAT

TO

EAT TODAY.

of Audubon societies.
DINNER MENU.
Vermicelli Soup.
Parsnip Fritters.
Boiled Green Corn.
Sirloin Steak In Gravy.
Dettuce and Deviled Cheese Salad
Frozen Custard.
Coffee.

j

“Ten thousand dollars have just been
subscribed for this purpose,” said Mr.
Pearson to-day. “This new work, which
we may call the ‘More-birds
Movement',
will consist,
in part, of establishing
throughout the country many experimental
stations
for attracting birds.

Bird-boxes, feeding

and

WITH

Parsnip Fritters.—To make the fritcook parsnips forty-five minutes
in boiling salted water and then drain,
plunge into cold water, when skins will
be found to slip off easily.
Mash,
season with butter, salt and pepper,
small
fiat cakes, roll in fiour
shape into
ters

and saute in butter.
Boiled Green Corn.
Remove the
outer husk which Incloses the corn
and put the cobs Into a large saucepan
of boiling uusalted water. Cover and
boil. When teuder drain, sprinkle with
salt and serve with melted butter. If
desired when removed from the phn
the corn may be sliced from the cob
with a sharp knife and reheated with
a little butter, milk, pepper and salt.
—

well as the propagation of grouse, quail,
wild turkeys, ducks and geese, will be
issued and given wide distribution. The
propaganda will also be furthered by
means of lectures, slides and motion
pic-

as

tures.

This enterprise will be under the charge
of Herbert K. Job, the well-known author
and bird- protectionist. Mr. Job has resigned the office of state ornithologist of
Connecticut, where he won a wide reputation as a lecturer and bird culturist, and
will at once take up this work of the
Audubon association.
William Rockefeller, William P. Clyde, George Eastman,
Samuel Thorne and Edward C. Converse
are among the subscribers to the
support
of this promising new advance in Audubon work.

<

Sirloin Steak With Gravy.—Take sirloin steaks one-fourth of an inch thick,
season with salt and pepper and fry in
butter over a quick fire on each side
just for a minute. Make a pan gravy
with beef extract and chopped parsley.
Serve with diced French fried potatoes.

Lettuce and Deviled Cheese Salad.—
Beat a cream cheese to a cream, adding
cream if necessary to accomplish this.
Season with one teaspoonful of Worcestershire sauce, one tablespoonful of
finely chopped parsley, a few drops of
onion juice, a little salt and a teaspoonful of paprika. Mix well and let stand
where it will get cold and hard. Make
into little balls and serve on lettuce
leaves with or without a garnishing of
sliced cucumbers or radishes.
Sfrve
with French dressing.
A Cooling Dosssrt.
Frozen Custard.—One quart of milk,
three eggs, one tablespocnful of cordstarch, three-fourths of a cupfnl of
sugar, a pinch of salt and Savoring to
taste.
Put the milk in top of double
boiler. Beat the eggs, sugar and salt
together, add to the boiling milk slowly, stirring all the time (do not let it
boil). Remove from the fire. When
cold add the flavoring, put into freezer,
pack with ice and salt. Freeze same
as ice cream.

EaJ

and pure blood upon which
sound
health depends, will be given you

by

BEECMl’S
PILLS
LargMt S»u of Anv Madicine in tke World
Sold ooorrwkore. In boxes. 10c„
25c.

Positive Proof
Should Convince .the

Skeptic

in

it's the evidcooe of

Becsase

Greatest

Kllswortli.
an

ElU worth

citizen.

Testimony esaily Investigated.
The strongest endorsement of mem.
The beat proof. Read it:
Mra. John Meader, Ellsworth, says.
“For several years my back «u wet
and sore and 1 found it difficult to
stoop
I had sharp pain>
or get up after sitting.
in my kidneys, which felt like knilethrusts. Until I procured Doan’s
Kidney
Pills at Moore’a Drug Store, nothing had
done me any good.
This remedy went
directly to the seat of the trouble and
brought a cure. I haven’t needed any
kiduey medicine since. The endorsement
1 have given Doan's Kidney Pills before,
still holds good.’’
Price SOe, at all dealers.
for

ask

a

Don’t simply
kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid-

Pills

ney

the same that Mr- Metder
Fouter-Mil burn Co., Props. Buffalo

had.

—

to all Women
Readers of this

Important

Paper.

Thoumnds upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never i
suspect It.
Women’s com plain ta often prove to be |
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder diaea**
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other orgaot to
become diseased.
You may suffer a great deal with pain in
the back, bearing down feelings, headache and toss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable tnd may be despondent; it makes
one so.

But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, by restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome -uch conditions.
A good kidney medicine, j*>#a*«ing
real healing and curative value, should
be

blessing

a

over-worked

Many

to

thousands of

nervous,

women.

sample bottle to see
what
the great Kidney,
Liver and Bladder Remedy, will do for
them.
Every reader of this paper, who
has not already tried it, by endowing ten
cents to Dr. Kilmer A Oo., Binghamton,
N. Y., may receive sample size bottle by
the regu*
post. You can
r flfty-cent and one-aoLlar size bottles at
all drug stores.
send

for

a

tiwamp-Root,

Henderson, L. H. Sibley and Fred
Sylvester are on a hunting trip at Deblois.
Misses Flossie Carter, of West
Brooklin,
and Evelyn Hutchings, of North
Sedgare
wick,
employed in the factory here.
Allen

Orrin Bickford and wife

were

called to

Mr. and Mrs. Bailey, of
Cherryfleld, rehome Saturday, after a visit with
their son Pearl at D. A. Patchen’s.
Mrs. Rosetta Bunker and Mrs.
Joan
Sargent, of South Gouldsboro, have been
guests of their brother, B. B.
Nelson Bunker has gone to
where he will be
employed
Oct. 12.

Havey.

Vinalhaven,
M

j

CATARRH?
Dangerous Dl»»»— Ilyoniel 1*
the Effective Reined)
Catarrh, which is indicated by sniffling, frequent colds and crust* in the
nose is a serious disease and if not
checked surely spreads to the delicate
lining of the air passages, and frequently destroys the hearing
To cure catarrh you must hare
something that will quickly reach
the diseased .issues, kill tie germs,
and drive out the poison.
Hyomei is just such a remedy Using a mixture of antiseptic .is that
you breathe through a small inhaler
its health- restoring medication can- I
not help going direct to the raw ana
inflamed lining of the nose and throat,
quickly relieving that clu .eJ-up
feeling, stopping the unclean discharges, and healing the sore spots-Even the worst
you breathe freely.
It’s

a

cases

respond at

once.

There is nothing for the treatment ot
catarrh ills that is easier, ni" ie pleasant or so satisfying as Hyom>
1’archer sells it on the “No

A-

re-no-

A Woman’s Charm
Beautiful

hair,

fluffy,

“
abundant and free from dandruff,
>
one of woman’s greatest charms—it
*b®
her main delight
yet wan)'
would be most attractive but f"r their
streaked, thin and lifeless hair, tbin»
there is no remedy and that pt*tw
Beaotitui
hair is a gift of nature.
athair is really a matter of care aud
tention. Parisian Sage, when mow®
into the scalp and applied to the hair,
will work wonders—you will be surapprised and delighted with the trrat application--not only will the bair
—

Bucksport Sunday by the death of Mrs.
Bickford’s mother, Mrs. Ellen
Henderson,
of this place.
pear abundant, soft, fluffy,
Mrs. Cordelia Conary, who has been with life, but really doubly beautir»
Parisian Sage supplies hair
here caring for her brother, William
a*
Canneeds. It surely removes
dage, who had his foot operated upon this scalp
a
druff
with
one
application
summer, has returned to her home in
cleanses the hair of all dirt and •»*”[
Rockland, taking him with her for the sive oil. It Is an inexpensive. ««enu
winter.
tic tonic, and contains nothing to
Oct. 12.
jure the hair or scalp. It can.W*®:
c#
«>.
cured from O- A. Parcher or St
WEST SULLIVAN.
drug store.
___
The junior and freshman basket-ball
team played against the
sophomore and
Make sure of getting the best VluS"
seniors of Sullivan high school
Thursday
turd, Spices amt Flavoring
at K. of P. hall.
Score, 18 to 28 in favor of
Extracts by saying
the juniors and freshmen.
turned

j

HAVE YOU

pay” plan.
SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
Mrs. Rose Steele is visiting in Surry.
Mrs. Henry Morse, of North
Attleboro,
Mssb., visited friends here last week.
Mrs. Billings, of Camden, visited her
sister, Mrs. Otis Candage, last week.

!

purchase

Grcel

drinking devices,

and similar artificial apparatus, will be
steak one may serve almost set up in suitable places on estates to serve
A
nice dinner as object-lessons to all the people of the
any vegetables.
may be made up with the veg- ; region."
eta hies suggested here.
It is understood that attractively-illustrated bonetins explaining this subject,
seasonable vegetables.

Quickly Fried.

the

with sugar and cream.
1 tested these when visiting.

see

jJ

The National Audubon Society’s New

I'udertaklng.

WAY OF BAKING APPLES.

Remove

MOKE BIRDS MOVEMENT.

opened, read and answered
and held in strict confidence.

Nights

enjoyed by those in good health.
The perfect digestion, clear
system,
•re

any

(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS.,foradvice.

by

Good

N. Y.

Mariaville grange met Oct. 10, with a
One member was
good attendance.
obligated and three instructed in first and
second degrees.
The grange realised $128.12 from thj fair.
Next Saturday evening, Oct. 17, there
will be a harvest feast in observance of
the tenth anniversary.
All are requested
to come prepared for both the feast and

South Quincy, Mass.—The doctor said that I had organic trouble
and he doctored me for a long time and I did not get any relief. I
saw Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound advernsea ana i

candidates,

instructed in the first and second degree*.
The lecturer pro tern, furnished a program
of quotations by nearly all the members.

recommend

complaints.”—Mrs.

to all that are troubled with these
nie Akkrsian, c/o Rev. K. Akerman, Cloquet, Minnesota.
same

harvest feast
BAYSIDE

Cloquet, Minn. —“I have suffered very much with irregularities,
and inflammation, but your wonderful medicine, Lydia E. Pink-

the

a

on

Bayside grange met October 7, with
tweuty-flve present. Two candidate* were

A Minister’s Wife Writes:
am’s Vegetable Compound,
Enin

pro tem.

l.AKK VIEW. 451, HAPPYTOWN.
Orange met Oct. 3, with only a few
members oof. First and second degrees
Next
were conferred on two candidates.
meeting, Oct. 17, it is boped all members
will be present, as the third and fourth

caused a displacement
I have always been weak and I overworked
after my baby was bom and inflammation set in, then nervous prostration, from which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. The Compound is my best friend and
when I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to take your medicine.”—Mrs. S. T. Richmond, 199 Waldo Street,
Providence, R. I.

Douglass field.
Think, as you read the remainder of the
Capt. Foster Gray and wife, of Provicolumn, how good Busan’s clam chowder dence, R. I., were guests of F. S. Hawes
would taste, supplemented by E’s fancy and wife last week.
salad and baked apples.
Mrs. Anna Lymburner has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she visited her sons
Dear Aunt
Madge:

rejected,without

—

ter homes!

All clam chowders enjoyed by New Englanders are not prepared and eaten on the
shores of New England; for, on this 19th day
of September, 1914, neighbors of Pasadena,
California, formerly from Maine and Massachusetts, sat at a rustic table in Brookside
park here, thirty miles from the Pacific, at an

will be

none

reason.

Meeting of Hancock
Friday, Oct 30
Pomona with Arbntua grange, Surry.

Hospital, Watervilib,

Oct. 2.1914.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Have been watching to see when the M. B.
reunion was to be, not that I expected to attend. but I wanted to know when the others
of the clan were to have the feast of the year.
Thought I would be able to write you quite a
letter, but taking ether leaves me with a
numb band, probably as result of hurting the
nerve in the elbow last summer.
Have bid good-bye to my appendix, and
have done finely from the first.
Wish every
one who has to have a surgical case might
take it in time and get through with it as
easily as I have. The deed was done Monday
morning. Sept. 21, and I was allowed to see
my sister that afternoon for a few minutes.
Shall go to her home in a few days now.
Everybody has been good, and I have had
all the fruit and flowers that I could make
use of.
Shall think of you all at “Hillcrest” on Oct.
8, and wish I could be there to “reune" and
enjoy the bountiful feast. Shall think of
“Sunshine”, too.
Best wishes for the day, from
Mol.

ing

(he editor, but

Family:

We had the annual

Sisters

signed, but names will not be printed excomcept by permission of the writer. All
munication* will be subject to approval by
be

From Mrs. S.T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.
Providence, R. I.—“ For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham’8 Vegetable Compound
has done for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor said it

If you can't find one good word
Then do not let your voice be beard.
Better live in silence than
“Knock” against your fellow-man.
Speak good words or none at all;
Help your fellows if they fall.
Good words help along the way—
Therefore say a few to-day.
—Sent by D. I. D.

My dear M.

Wurtisrantu

3mong tt>e ®rangtr».

to

your grocer

“Stickney & Poorf
i--hair bal
A toilet preparation
Help# to eradicate

<,_

For Reetoruu Colo*
Beauty toGray orDruf*
toe, and tl 00 at

*"?j,

Fat^R##***"

King Antlochus Hldetee, and again beHANCOCK FAIR.
MARIAVILLE FAIR.
aisgod by Arete., iciug of the Arabians.
* w" “Ptured
by Poropej, tbe Roman 'Good Exhibition Under Auspices of List of Premiums Awarded at Ex.
general and by the
Partians, and by Herod
Pamola Grange.
hlbltlon Last Week.
the Gtear. This is
only a suggestion as to
Pamola grange, Hancock, held ilsflr3t fair
Marisville grange held its fair at the
what Jerusalem passed
through before the Tuesday, Sept. 29. Notwithstanding the Grange ball Oct. 7. Following is the list
birth of Jesus.
day was rather cold and disagreeable, of premiums awarded:
The suffering of Jerusalem
since the there was a
large attendance. Even the
fruit.
crucifixion of Christ is beyond the
power most sanguine were surprised at the large
how a great, mighty, wonderful, of language to
! Baldwins, Martin H Moore. 1; Harold B
deportray.
Absolutely
the
crowd
and splendid exhibits in each dereligiou of stroyed
A glorious religion
by Titus, later a heathen city was
SalBbury, 2. Ben Davis, Harold B Balscan be Meocisted with a
partment.
( hrist
built upou the ruins
bury, 1. Duchess, Clara J Brimmer, 1;
the
Homan
emby
was
as
The
that of
hall was prettily decorated, the
whose very beginning
Harold B Balsbury, 2. Bellflower, James
peror, Hadrian.
recalls
its
History
cbild and whose history has
grange colors being artistically arranged. O
capture by the Persians, its surrender to
* foundling
Jordan, 1.
The
poultry and livestock
exhibit,
urgely one of sin and abomination, the Enalif Omar, and later its
Mildings, George 8. Dority, 1. Astracapture
by
dlseaae and death.
not very large, showed some fine
though
massacre,
the
,areini
Seijulc Turks, then by the Crusaders, stock.
chans, Irving L Wilbur, 1. Greenings,
the readers of these articles and
II however,
Clara J Brimmer, 2. Wolf
again by Saiadin. It was occupied by
The entire length ofthe hall on one side Fred-Orover, 1;
fast to the spiritual
hold
Jerusalem
Frederick the second, emperor of GerRiver, Irving L Wilbur, 1; George 3
was devoted to
and was one of
vegetables,
they will Bnd, growing out ot many, captured
Snow, Irving L Wilbur, I;
Dority, 2.
by the Kharezmian Tar- the largest
displays ever exhibited in this James O Jordan, 2. Northern
the ruin*, the motley races, the tars, taken
the debris,
8py, Harold
by the Turks, possessed by
At one end of the hall, near the
the ignorance,
vicinity.
contradictions,
Mohamed All, Pasha of Egypt, endured a
atrangt
BSalsbury, 1; Clara J Brimmer, 2. King,
was a splendid exhibit by Walter
stage,
and impositions, a power- revolt
Fred Grover, 1; Fred Mace, 2. Ora b, Fred
and capture by the
uper,titioos
Fellahin, and so C. Moon, containing more than twenty
tbo miracle of which is un- tbe
Grover, 1; Martin Moore, 2. Pears, Fred
f„l religion,
distressing story continues.
varieties.
The Crimean war was incited
Mace, 1. Cranberries, Mrs W Mace, 1;
answerable.
disby
On the other side of the hall was the
and
learned
cultured
some
Clara J Brimmer, 2. Best display of apIt is trne
putes between the Qreek and Latin fruit and
Sower
were
exhibit.
Here
some
who
are
a*
well
not
Clara J Brimmer.
churches over the traditional holy
travellers, *s
places found many varieties of apples, pears, ples grown by exhibitors,
visit Jerusalem only
of the city. Turkish
l^rned or imitated,
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
was reauthority
and plums. One exhibit attracting conto
tha
regard
stored in 1841, and tbe
10 go away disappointed,aud
Best Held pears, Rufus H Webb, 1. Corn,
city of Jerusalem siderable attention was a small basket of
and all because
it now under the government at Constanancico* City as a fraud,
J L Salsbury, 1.
Green Mountain potastrawberries
that
Fred
W.
eurface
of things,
picked
day by
but the
they »«■ nothing
Granville D Jellison, 1; Harold B
tinople. If it" soon passes into other McLain. The flowers were
sit* by a guide, disbeautiful, and toes,
hurried from site to
hands it will be but a repetition of what added
2. Gold Coin potatoes, Luther
greatly to the attractiveness of that Balsbury,
ced «t the recital of superficial and has been going on from the
New
Garland, 1; James O Jordan, 2.
very begin- table.
tales, harassed by professional
ning.
The center of the ball was used for Queen potatoes, Carroll Balsbury, 1. Hubrobbed by designing traders.
and
The name, Jeresalem, means,
haggars,
“City of fancy v ork. Many articles of crochet, bard squash, John C Jordan, 1, Daniel G
To those who go prepared to make a Peace," or “Possession of Peace".
O, the knitting and tine needlework were og ex- Young, 2.
and who take time
the
City,
Holy
of
,tudy
Largest squash, John C Jordan, 1.
irony of history!
As we
have just hibition.
the subject, there is a
to
thought
W Haslam,
iBd give
sketched something of the history, no city
1; John C
The out-of-door sports resulted as fol- Pumpkins, J
an appeal, and a reward, comfucinetion,
in all time has seen so little
2.
Largest pumpkin, George
peace, it has lows:
Bicycle race, won by Roland Jordan,
time
and
the
to
study,
thought
mensurate
been besieged and
captured again and Chamberlain, with Eddie Qrover, second. Garland, 1. Cabbage, Fred Grover, 1;
given.
again, it has been the scene of massacre Potato race, Ralph Young, 1; Rupert Leroy H Dority, 2. Beets, Fred Grover, I;
we
to
much
no
ia
atody
city
There
H Dority, 2.
after massacre, its streets and ravines have
Largest beets, Leroy
Stratton, 2. One hundred yard dash, Leroy
■bout, read ao much about, talk so much flowed with rivers of human
its Archie Foss, 1; Walter Jellison, 2. Har- H Dority, 1. Citron, George Garland, 1;
blood,
know
ao
all
little
about
•bout, and after
valleys have been filled with debris; ness race, Carl Stratton, 1; Rupert Strat- Leroy H Dority, 2. Carrots, Granville
historially, topographically and srchieo- seventy years after Christ it was wiped
Jellison, 1; Leroy H Dority, 2.
Parsnips,
ton, 2.
of
Jerusalem.
H Dority, 1. Turnips, Leroy H
out of existence so that not one stone was
logically, as the city
A base ball game, Eastbrook vs Han- Leroy
There are some lessons quite necessary left upon another in the
temple area, and cock, wsb won by Eastbrook. Score 10-4. Dority 1; Granville D Jellison, 2. Largest
leave Jerusalem
to learn if one expect* to
turnips, Ora R Frost, 1.
hardly one stone left upon another in the
PREMIUMS.
The first
niter than when he enters it.
entire city. Sixty years after this annihiDOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
The following premiums were awarded:
thing ia to familiarise himself with its lation, a heathen city with its heathen
Stockings, Clara J Brimmer, 1; Mrs
hietory, and its topography and to know worship, no Jew or Christian allowed to
and
Livestock.
Geo Carr, 2. Mittens, Clara J Brimmer, 1.
Poultry
the Old and New Testaments. Then it la enter its
In the poultry exhibits first premiums Braided rug, Mrs Mary
territory, stood upon tbe ruins,
Parsons, 1; Mrs
veil to study its archaeology and excava- koown as the
were
awarded to Estella Stratton, Carl Fred Dority, 2. Drawn rug, Miss Nancy
city of Aelia Capitolina.
tions. The bibliography of the city and
Other ancient cities are heaps of ruins, Stratton, Mrs. A. E. Googins, Hugh Joy, Jordan, 1. Patchwork quilt, Mrs Helen
its environ* it very interesting.
of other cities the very sites are unknown, Ellis Young, A. E. Googins.
Haslam, 1; Mrs Mary Parsons, 2. Crazy
It it essential that the visitor bring of others even the names are
Yearling heifer, Daniel McKay, 2; cow, quilt,
Mrs
1.
Silk
George
Carr,
forgotten,
mind
tbe
bis
changes
to
through
home
but Jerusalem, after all these desolations Joseph Crabtree, 1. Heifer, 2 year, Mrs. quilt, Mrs W Maoe, 1; Clara E Jordan, 2.
which Jerusalem has passed in the course and destructions and
attempts to oblit- A. E. Googins, 1. Yoke oxen, Ellis Woolen yarn, Fannie E Young, 1. Knit
ofcenturies. He ought to remain in sod erate the name, rises out of its ruins, a
city Young, 1. Yoke steers, Russell Young, 1; gloves, Ironia J Dority, 1. Pillow sham?,
to
know
the
inmnd
city long enough
of more or less prominence the wide world Ralph Young, 2.
Mrs Alfred Garland, 1; Mrs Laura HasColt, A. E. Googins, 1.
in
the
interest
o!
thoroughly
light over.
points
lam, 2. Sofa pillow, Mrs Fred Mace, 1;
Vegetables.
He
must
go
o! historical topography.
Best general exhibit, W C Moon. Early Mrs Eunice Emery, 2. Needlework, Mrs
■ism and again to certain spots as be reJames Garland, 1; Mrs Annie Grant, 2.
Rose potatoes, C Y Wooster, 1.
Granger
and
heart
and
trashes, bis mind
gets into
Crocheted tidy, Mrs Perley Frost, 1; Mrs
Daniel
Irish
1.
potatoes,
McKay,
potao(
tbe promontories
the spirit of the story
DAIRY CATTLE. toes, George M Moon, 1. Noroton Beauty Clara J Brimmer, 2.
Jailing out into the Kedrnn and Hinnom
Collection doilies, Mrs Fred Mace, 1;
C B Young, 1.
Norcross potanlleys tnd ot tbe surrounding hills and [L 8. Corbett, Professor of Animal In dustry potatoes,
Sara W Franklin, 2. Collection pickles,
W
C Moon, 1. Comet potatoes, C W
toes,
dales.
University of Maine, in Farmers' Week
Fannie E Young, 1. Best collection preCourse, 1914. i
Stratton, 1. Carriots, W C Moon, 1. Manlithe traveller finds himself dependent
E Jordan, 1; Fannie E
serves, Clara
Wurtzel
CC
1.
Table
gel
beets,
Stratton,
upon a priest or a dragoman, as is so often
Great care must be given to details in
2.
!
Bread, Fannie K Young, 1.
W C Moon, 1. Ruta Baga turnips, Young,
beets,
the case, he is usually misled, disgusted the successful
feeding of dairy cattle. To W C
Sample print butter, Mrs Bertha Haslam,
Moon, 1.
and rebellious, but if he associates himself become a good feeder
!
Clara E Jordan, 2.
requires a knowlGreen tomatoes, W C Moon, 1.
Ripe 1;
with the Newman institute, the American edge of the needs of the
%
dairy cow and of tomatoes, Joseph Crabtree, 1. Cabbage,
livestock.
School of Oriental Research, or attempts the nature of the different feeds.
Horse drawing, George Carr, 1; Thomas
W C Moon, 1. Cauliflower, W C Moon, 1.
bit investigations independently, even, he
The quest ion most commonly asked is,
Hubbard squash, J N Stratton, 1. Yellow J Turner, 2. Draft horses, George Carr, 1;
may trace the most extraordinary story
“What is the best feed for dairy cows?”
Hubbard squash, C C Stratton, 1. Largest Thomas J Turner, 2. Colt, 4 ys, Frank
known to history from tbe time of the This
question may seem simple and easy squash, W C Moon, 1. Pumpkins, Joseph Grant, 1. Colt, 3 yr, Benjamin Thompson,
cave-dwellers to the present moment, and to answer, but it is
really quite difficult. Crabtree, 1. Largest cabbage, W C Moon, 1. Colt, 2 yr, Frank Grant, 1; Granville
leave
the
and
ita
environs
with
Dully
city
No short definite rule can be given which 1. Sweet
corn, W C Moon, 1. Flint corn, D Jellison, 2. Colt, 1 yr, W D Moore, 1;
a heller understood bible, Christ Jesus a
will serve as a guide under all conditions,
1.
Beans, Joseph Crab- Daniel G Young, 2.
Joseph
Crabtree,
and
a
precious jossesston,
Christianity
nor can a ration be given which will apply
Oxen, Lyman Salisbury, 1. Steer, 2 yr,
tree, 1. Kohl Rabi, W C Moon, 1. Citron,
priceless heritage.
Therefore it is wise for the
to all cases.
Martin H Moore, 1. Bulls, G A Frost, 1.
Waiter Hodgkins, 1.
It is not so very difficult a task, after all, feeder to understand the methods
by
Guernsey bull, 1 yr, Benjamin Thompson,
Fruit.
to prepare oneself to enter into and ap- which he can work out these
problems for
1; Harold B Salsbury, 2. Cows, fullBest collection, six or more varieties of blooded
preciate the apirit of the ages, to carry himself.
Holstein, Charles Whitcomb, 1
about a sense of adaption, to see beneath
In most cases the largest direct expense apples, O L Crabtree, 1; O W Foss, 2. and 2. Cow, full-blooded Jersey, N H
the surface upon which he walks, to look
for running a dairy herd is for feed. Tolman sweets, O W Foss, 1; G M Moon, Haslam, 1. Grade cows, N H Haslam, 1;
■Dio the heart of things, to go back to tbe
2. Stark, G M Moon, 1; O L Crabtree, 2.
Fred Haslam, 2.
Everyone familiar with the prevailing
childhood of tbe world, to feel the conG M Moon, 1.
King, O L Crabconditions, knows a large amount of feed Gideons,
Heifers, 1 yr,Guernsey,Benjamin Thompedousness that ke ia gazing on the stage is used without
G M Moon 2.
Rhode Island
tree,
1;
the
returns
it
producing
son, 1 and 2. Calves, Guernsey, Benja•here have been
played many of the should, it would be safe to say that the greenings, O W Foss, 1; J N Stratton, 2. min Thompson, 1. Holstein calf, Charles
htightiv-t dramas of all time, to realize average yearly milk production per cow Wolf River, J N Stratton, 1; OL Crab- Whitcomb, 1.
that out of the tbought,exp>erience and incould be increased one-halt by following tree, 2.
The table of old exhibits included a
Northern Spy, O W Foss, 1; Nelson
ipirsiion of the Semetic races have come better methods of feeding.
patchwatch quilt, composed pattern made
the most excellent laws, both human and
2.
1.
Fameuse,
Stewart,
Henry
Ball,
In producing milk a cow may be looked
by Maria W Jordan forty-eight years ago,
Red Astrachau, Henry Ball, 1. Opaldivine, given to humanity, and to appreexhibited by Maggie Jellison; iron skillet,
upon in a way as a milk-producing
hend that Jerusalem is a sacred city for
Ella
1.
O
escent,
Saunders,
Russets,
112 years old, exhibited by John Pool;
machine, which the feeder supplies with a
the three moat sublime of ail religions
Wealthy, O L Crabtree, 1; one year of Ladies’ Companion, 1841, in
certain amount of raw material in the form W Foss, 1.
-the Jewish, Christian and Moslem.
W
2.
Red
O
Foss,
Bitzheimer, Pewaukee, book form, and three old papers (Bangor
of feed, and this raw material is manuFrom this mentality, holding steadand Baldwin, O W Foss, 1.
factured into milk. Everyone who feeds Strawberry
Register, Nov. 20, 1823, The Penny AdverSweet
I
to
A
the
fastly
Russets,
Foss, 1. Gravenstein tiser, March 9, 1857, and Bangor Daily
spiritual ideal, the visitor animals should thoroughly comprehend
ththe Holy City rises above the sordid
O
L
and
1.
Alexandria,
Crabtree,
Duchess, Evening Times, July 8,1861) exhibited by
that first of all the animal must use a
conditions of place and people, and flods a
O L Crabtree, 1; O W Foss, 2.
Clara E J ordan.
certain proportion of its food to maintain
Yellow
J
G
Bellflower,
Martin, 1. Bartphilosophy, psychology and spirituality the body. This is the first requirement of
WT
»hich dominate a large p»rt of the human
O
lett pears,
Foss, 1; J N Stratton, 1.
the animal, and it is the first use to which
not.
Crab
BAR HARBOR.
Preserving pears, J G Martin, 1.
it puts its food. This is called the ration
Estella Strattony 1; A I Foss, 2.
A OLAXOC BACKWARDS.
Mrs. Fenylon Higgins is seriously ill.
of maintenance and it is practically the apples,
Plums, O W Foss, 1; Crosby Wooster, 2.
Lorenzo Moore, of Ellsworth, was in
There * little doubt that Jerusalem be- same whether the animal is being utilized
Strawberries, Fred McLain, 1.
for maximum production or is merely
tow’n Monday.
ne it* existence in
times.
prehistoric
/imctca.
runvy
milk
at
all.
The Bint implements and
kept without producing any
St. Saviour2* guild held its first meeting
weapons found
Sofa pillow, Alice Crabtree, 1; Nancy
In the case of any ordinary dairy cow,
is the debris of the ancient
of the season Oct. 13, at the parish hall.
city mark
from
this ration of maintenance amounts to
Young, 2. Embroidered pillow slips, Nelthe stone
sge, and caves, both natural
Mrs. John Harrison’s home on Eagle
to sixty per cent, of all she can con- lie Abbott, 1; Caroline Crabtree, 2.
Pil,Dd
artificial, point to cave-dwellers. fifty
Lake road was closed for the season
Josephus believed the Salem mentioned sume. In the case of a heavier producing low slips, Alice Smith, 1. Fillet pillow Oct. 11.
maintenance slips, Mabelle Stratton, 1. Knitting, Arration of
to
Uenesis, the 11th chapter and 18th animal, this
Miss Bertha Conners has returned from
cent of villa Kingman, 1.
Irish crocheted collar,
"rse, as we find it, to be the satue place amounts to from forty to fifty per
of the animal. It should be Mary Abbott, 1; Caroline Oakes, 2. Fillet Bangor, where she has spent a few weeks
teed
**
total
the
Jerusalem.
to
The reference is
going to the expense of collar, Lula Crabtree, 1. Crocheted collar, with relatives.
Nelchizedak, the king of Salem, and clear that after
St. Saviour’s church has raised $328 for
animal the necessary amount Lula Crabtree, 1.
the
Beads, Nellie Foss, 1;
Priest .( the most high God.
giving
This was
2.
the American Red Cross society to use in
nearly two thousand years before Christ. to keep her alive, it is the poorest economy Marion Fulsom,
It is the first
to refuse to furnish the other forty or
Rose beads, Effie Cook, 1.
Bead bags, relief work in Europe.
allusion, as tar as I know, to
Mrs. Leona Jordan, of Northeast Harthe place
Lace handkerchief,
sixty per cent which she would utilize ex- Caroline Oakes, 1.
being inhabited.
Eighteen hundred years before Christ, clusively for milk produetion. On the Elizabeth Oakes, 1. Mexican handker- bor, formerly of Ellsworth, is a patient in
this is one of the most chief,
AlicegSmith, 1. Tatting handker- Bar Harbor hospital.
emigrated from Ur of the average farm,
thaidees to the land of Canaan. He common mistakes made.
chief, Mary Abbott, 1; Lizzie Crabtree, 2.
Misses Fannie and Dorothea Norris, cf
The cow being adapted by nature for Towel,seed stitch. Flora Abbott, 1. Towel, Newr York, closed their summer home on
tried his wife, Sarah, at
Hebron, not
not
feel
does
rations
cross stitch, Flora Abbott, 1.
Embroid- Eagle Lake road Oct. 13.
®*“.' miles
David consuming bulky
from
Jeruslem.
satisfied unless there is sufficient bulk to ered guest towel, Alice Smith, 1; Jennie
®*rched from Hebron
Albion Sherman was at home for the
upon Jerusalem
fed
is
that
animal
An
*hd captured this
the ration.
Ball, 2. Fillet towel, Caroline Oakes, 1; week-end and Columbus day,
stronghold of the Jebureturning
the
to
in
proportion
*lt8 and made
Alice Smith, 1.
grain
it the capital of bis king- too much
Monday night to the U. of M.
dom.
Swedish
embroidered
amount of roughness may seem huntowel, Mary
Emetine McFarland, a teacher in ForThe origin of Jerusalem is described in gry while ate really has a sufficient Abbott, 1; Alice Smith, 2.
Embroidered
of nutrients but so concentrated towel, Elizabeth Oakes, 1. Embroidered est street school, spent the week-end at
five or six amount
the McFarland farm with her parents.
sufficient colored
fames, its
that it does not seem to have
doily, Alice Smith, 1. Embroidnativity was of the land of
A party of high school girls spent Sat•naan. The father was as Amorite and bulk. The cow should be fed practically ered doily, Mary Abbott, 1. Embroidered
she will eat up clean at centerpiece, Caroline Oakes, 1. Collection urday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Wil•M mother
the
roughness
all
a Hittite.
its
In the day of
"fih it »as cast out In
all times. The difference in the rations tatting doilies, Mary Abbott, 1. Collection liam Alien sewing on Belgian relief work.
the open field, to
different quantities crocheted doilies, Mrs Jordan, 1. CollecM
A cow belonging to William Small, on
tion embroidered doilies, Effie Cook, 1.
loathing of its person uncared for fed to cows producing
be in the grain ration.
should
milk
of
Embroidered table cover, Elizabeth Mountain avenue, escaped to the woods
,°d forsaken, to die polluted in its own
determinof
Oakes, 1. Cross-stitch
The most aocurate means
top, Caro- early in July, and evaded capture until
No eye pitied it, yet God said uncalculation line Oakf s, 1. Fillet andpillow
embroidered piling the ration needed is by
And this *n » sense is a figure based upon the feeding standards. How- low top, Elizabeth Oakes, 1. Embroidered one day last week, w hen she was shot.
he life of Jerusalem
of service as and fillet waist, Hattie Martin, 1. Fillet
The newly-finished Kane path leading
down through all ever, the following rules are
these age,.
lace, Hattie Martin, 1. Fillet yoke, Caro- around the head of Rodick’s meadow is
a general guide to practical feeding:
cows
line Foss, 1.
Curtains, Nancy Young, 1; one of the most
First, feed all the roughness the
10 Wltn««
delightful walks in Bar
i Elizabeth Oakes, 2.
the truth of this last state- will eat up clean at all times.
Wood work, Caroline
nt’ we h»ve but to recall a few historical
Harbor, and much less fatiguing than
Second, feed one pound grain per day Crabtree, 1.
fat
per
butter
produced
Household.
•»ts.
It leads
some, as there is little climbing.
Jerusalem was captured by King for eachor pound
one pound grain daily for each
’’dBest collection pickles, Mrs. J. N. Strat- past a winding woodland brook whose
It was surrendered to Shishak, week, to four
pounds of milk.
three
1.
ton.
Best
collection
with■ngof Egypt, it was
preserves, Elizabanks are carpeted with partridge berry
Third, feed all the cows will take
captured by the
beth Oakea, lj Mrs. J. N. Stratton, 2.
in weight.
and twin flower vines, under aged hemIt
was
by out gaining
Largest collection preserves, Mrs. Chester
destroyed
Stratton, 1. Best collection jelly, Mrs. J. locks bearded with gray-green moss, past
eouchadnezter, king of Babylon. It
N. Stratton, 1; Mrs. Q. H. Young, 2. stately beeches and giant oaks, whose
No Moral to This.
bT Bagoaes, the Persian, and
Best collection canned vegetables, Mrs. C.
°
nuts are beginning to fall, and past great
P»»sed to
•We want the doctor, quick P
C. Stratton, 1; Mrs. Elizabeth Oakes, 2.
Alexander, king of
jj
house7”
11 w*8 c*Ptared by Ptolemy,
Canned
beets, Mrs. Lydia Joy, 1. Bis- gray bowlders fringed with “polly” ferns.
•Who’s alck at your
kins* 01
The meadow’ has an abundant growth of
cuits, Julia West, 1.
n
E*ypt, and later by Antiochus the
“Everybody except me. I’d been
Best quilt, Elizabeth Oakes, 1. Patch- the marsh rose and white
**1' k,o« ol Syria.
alder, whose
me any
wouldn’t
give
work
so
they
Ella
1.
Silk
Wooster,
quilt,
naughty,
quilt, red hips and berries are full of promise to
bill and strong fort known as
lx
1.
Woolen
M.
M.
M.
picked
Mary
mushrooms
Smith,
papa
quilt,
nice
•he
of the
Pomroy, 1. Braided rug, Mrs. Henry Bali, w’inter birds.
demolished by 8imon
Mac
the woods."-Exchange.
Oct. 12.
oabaeus. The
M.
was besieged by
m iar--

JERUSALEM.
Haskell.1

&bbettiitmnuf.

B.
I gy Rev.Horace
hesitate to write .boot
retime. I
becease »o many people ere llvJe
of the teachings
un(kr (be Impressions
childhood, the sentiments o( the
songs they sing, and the raetnand they cannot conol the name,

'abeif

Lot.iol
^

Two

—

Lot
lie

ways

of
getting
along

L„.point,

PUhich wins f
Now and

then, we hear people say that
they can get along without a typewriter.
Yes, we believe that. Only forty years
ago everybody got along without one.

Lcilui

So

they did, a little further back, without the steam
engine and the railroad train. They got along
without them because there were none.
Anyone today who thinks he can get along without the typewriter because he can do his writing
with the pen, is like the man who thinks he doesn’t
need the railroad because he can walk. In your
method cf writing you may be “walking” today.
If so, then remember that the railroad is built and—

Your Train has arrived
It is the New

RATIONS FOR

Remington TUN I OR

J Typewriter

We have built the
a

v Ve

Here is your chance, absolutely your first chance, to buy
an absolutely first-grade typewriter at a medium price.
For $55.00, we •will sell you a Remington Junior on terms
of$5.00 down and $5.00 a month. Cut out the attached
coupon and send it to us with S5.00 in cash, check
or money order, and we will send the machine.
co

_

1 enclose" herewith
$2.00. on receipt of

!SST?sSSr-

thatl may return the luacliina
if cbtR.se, within ten day. of
its receipt and that you will refund to me the $2.00. less Iran
‘'

ru"uin'th^'m achl

IM
pay for it
u

Remington Typewriter Co.

monthly

ne. I agree to
additional sum of $20.00,
payments of $2.00 each.

an

»D'

city

»

11

■

1

■“

L Incorporated J

|0H F\Chflll?C St
*

1—

ffWMMWMIK.UIIlMPUSHWUWi
—s

Furnaces

BURN

Wood

made simple and substantial to stand the
severe strain.
Our MONITOR
and HOT BLAST
have national reputations,
remarkable efficiency
in all parts of the country where
wood is used for fuel.

gained by

“•kiel.theisthchaplerandfirst

the*OCCUpied

f t_>1

Bangor, Me.

^brshsm

otth’1Ve'

have built it for

the traveler and for
the home; for the
doctor, the clergyman, the farmer, the
retail storekeeper—
for everyone who
needs a typewriter for
the simpler uses, like manuscript and letter writing.
The price of the Remington Junior is fifty dollars,
cash with order. It is just what its name implies,
a “boiled down” Remington; smaller, lighter,
simpler and more portable, but a true Remington
in the work it does and the way it does it, and
sold under the iron-clad Remington guarantee.

——________

■

Remington Junior on purpose
writing to do and need
but
who
haven’t
typewriter
bought one—yet.*

for those who have

Our different sizes are
adapted to the smallest dwelling
and the largest hall or church.
Send for special catalog.
lUCi UUi oLAol

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
SOLD by J. P. ELDRIDGE,ELLSWORTH, ME.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
It pays to ask your grocer for

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
1 hat’s the way to get the best.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Eliaworth to Bupport and
for those who
HAVING
need assistance
the
five
care

next
may
during
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for tnem at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummit.
house.

®l)c <£ll0a)ortl) ^Imcrifftn
*

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
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EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

instead of

$1,000

to

$1,200,

which the
government now pays them direct,
and the contractor would get rich on
the work of the carriers.
The contractor would come to own the horses,
wagons or automobiles, and the carrier would become a mere driver.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINS.
BY THB

HANCOCK

COUNTY PUBLISHING OO

W. H. Titus, Editor and

Germany’s “Ten Commandments.’’

Manager.

There is

for the rapid commercial rise of Germany, and in that
reason there is a lesson for the United

•inscription Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 tor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages

are

reckoned at the

rate

vear.

of

of German manufactures
which the country has followed for
years.

But the

lies nearer
home, and may be summed up by the
much-abused
American
phrase,
“Patronize home industries.” Dur-

Tfce

American is 2.400 copies.

Average

per week for

WEDNESDAY,

1913,

OOT. 14, 1914.

print elsewhere in this issue an
by Dr. Horace B. Haskell, on
Jerusalem. Dr. Haskell, who is director of the Newman institute, of
Jerusalem, is still at his home in
Ellsworth, but is doing much work in
We

this country in the interests of the
institute.

Germany

officially acknowledges
losses in men during the war of 300,000 in killed, wounded and missing, a
greater part of the latter, of course,
being killed. The losses are generally believed to be much greater than
admitted. Figuring from this,
the
losses of all armies engaged in the
is

estimated at close to one
million men. And this is only part of
the enormous price.
An important happening In the religions world of Maine was the vote
of the Maine Free Baptists and Baptists, at their conventions in Lewiston
and Anbnrn last week, to nnite under
the name of the Maine United Baptist
convention.
Eventually the business
and charitable interests of the two
branches will be merged. The movement is in line with the spirit of tolerance and unity which is
growing in
the Christian church

to-day.

The United States

department of
estimates this year’s crop
of potatoes in Maine as 29,200,000, an
increase of more than a million
bushels over last year’s crop. This is
agriculture

more

real

reason

2,877 ing the past few years the following

article

war

The

advertising

Baslness communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
»ole to The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

edition

reason

“Made in Germany”
trade mark is familiar to all of us, and
is but one feature of the systematic
States.

of $2 pet

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

This week’s

a

than twice the estimated total

potato production of the other five
New England states, and about onethirteenth of the total estimated potato crop of the United States. Maine
will also, according to the same au-

“ten

have
commandments”
spread broadcast in Germany:

been

1. In nil expenses keep in mind the interests of your own compatriots.
2. Never forget that when you boy a foreign
article yonr own country is the poorer.
8. Your money should profit no one but
Germans.
4.
Never profane German factories by

using foreign machinery.
8. Never allow foreign eatables to be served
at your table.
6. Write on German paper with a German
pen and nse German blotting paper.
7. German flour, German fruit and German
beer can alone give your body the true German

energy.
8. If you do not like German malt coffee,
drink coffee from German colonies.
9. Use only German clothes for your dress
and German hats for your head.
10. Let not foreign flattery distract you
from these precepts; and be firmly convinced,
whatever others say, that German products
are the only ones worthy of citizens of the
German Fatherland.

Read into
the
above
“United
States” instead of “German”, and the

“commandments”

well

may

be

adopted by this country. If the people of Ellsworth could become thoroughly imbued with the spirit of these
“commandments”, Ellsworth would
prosper as never before.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
“Golden-shafted woodpeckers are abundant here this fall,” writes our Bar Harbor correspondent.
“Pioneer farmers in
this State used to think that the presence
of these birds in large numbers predicted
an open winter.
Sixteen were counted in
one day, and the silky gold-lined wing
feathers of one bird were found on the
ground mixed with two soft down-tipped
barred feathers. This was the scene of a
woodland
It
said
tragedy.
plainly:
‘There has been a full moon and plenty of
The
horned
owl
awoke
hungreat
light.
for his
gry. His flight was noiseless,
wings were tipped with down.
Young

do^not roost close on moonlight
nights, for lack of experience makes them
fearless.
Well, we all eat when we are
thority, produce over 6,000,000 bushels hungry.’ •*
of apples (two-thirds as much as all
Our Diplomatic Service.
the other New England states), and
birds

she also leads her sister states in pro-

[Portland Pmu.]

duction of hay, oats and wheat. Let’s
brag a little about farming in Maine.

embassy

and assume

charge
sence of one or two democratic mem- of tbe affaire of Austria in Ureat
Britain,
bers from one cause or another may that nation having turned its embassy
throw the balance of power to the re-

publicans. True, the absentees may
be from the republican side, but we
are
talking now of possibilities.
Should the republicans have control,
Dr. Morrison, who has already served
one term, being on Governor Fernald’s council in 1909-10, is entitled
by party usage to a second term, and
naturally expects the support of his

party.

represented his
legislature in 1903 and

Dr. Morrison

class in the
1905.

to tbe United States at the outbreak
of the war.
Mr. Hale has bad no easy task. There
were
thousands of Austrians in Great
Britain who appealed to their embassy in
their distress.
Over 2,000 of these have
been taken care of by Mr. Hale.
The
greater number of these people had lost
were
their employment,
without means,
over

and

naturally have

been

subjected

to much

annoyance and suspicion. The energetic
manner in which Mr. Hale has bandied

LAW

Ellsworth met with a distinct loss
tbe death on Saturday ol Myer Oallert,
lor more than lorty years a resident of
the city, and for tbe greater part of that
time one of its most prominent merchants
and business men. Few men in Ellsworth
bad more friends or fewer enemies. It
was characteristic of him that he sought
to hide beneath a
brusque exterior a
heart quick with human sympathy, and
only those who knew him well penetrated
In

Farnsworth vs. Samuel 8. Kimball et al
has been handed down by the law coart.
The rescript, which is by Judge Savage,
follows:
1.
A petition for review will be denied
when it appears that the petitioner’s predicament is doe to his own fault and want of reasonable diligence.
2. A deed by a mortgagee, not having made
entry, and being out of possession, conveys
no legal title to the land, unless accompanied
by a transfer of the mortgage indebtedness.
3. An admission that land, of which several parties successively held deeds, "is and
always has been wholly uncultivated, that it
has never been fenced nor bnilt upon, that
the only use ever made of it has been an occasional cutting of wood, that it has never
been used as a wood lot belonging to a farm,
and that there is now nothing upon It except
a growth of wood,” is not evidence that any
particular one of the parties ever cut any
wood, or had ever been in possession.
4. Where a mortgagee, not shown to be in
possession, gave a warranty deed of the
premises, without a transfer of the mortgage
indebtedness, his grantee and all subsequent grantees were strangers to the
title. In a real action by those
bolding
the mortgagor's title against such a stranger
it is not a defense that the stranger has a
claim against an heir of the mortgagee for a
breach of his warranty, nor that the mortgage is in existence, undischarged, and that
the mortgage debt has not been paid.
5. A review will not be granted of such an
setion on petition of the heir of the mortgagee, who is also administratrix of the estate,
to enable her to offer the mortgage and indebtedness in defense. The evidence would
irrelevant.
Petition denied with costs.

the

relatives

hope

the bull

in

moosers

Keystone

the
did

not

state, and

want

to stand

coanted. True, Mr. Pincbot’s
candidacy for the Senate stands, but that
is confessedly of no consequence.
In Illinois, where Mr. Roosevelt has just
been, and in Indiana, where he spent a
np and be

day, bull moosery is languishing. “A
engagement” would do his party
no good.
He has sidestepped Kentucky, to which
return

invited.

At

a

recent

state-

wide primary there the bull moosers polled
less than four thousand votes—a remarkable shrinking as compared with the returns of two years ago.
Mr. Roosevelt has some friends in MaryNor
land, but they are not numerous.
can be hope to increase their number before election day.
With bull moosery in this shape, whst
is Mr. Roosevelt in this campaign but a
democratic spellbinder?
What can be
accomplish but something in the democracy’s favor? In New York he is playing
into Morphy’s hand, in Indiana into Taggart’s, in Illinois into Roger Sullivan’s,
and in Pennsylvania into William Plinn’s.
And yet, if we may believe his professions, he abhors bosses. His principal object in politics now is to drive the bosses
out.
Be they few or
many, wherever the ball
moosers respond to Mr. Roosevelt’s leadership they continue the divisions through
which the democrats are expecting to
march to another victory.

Druggists.

Take Hall's

the rural delivery system whereby
carriers will have to bid for the work
lower than

and obtain it by bidding
one else is causing great apprehension among rural carriers ail over
This is the old starthe country.

any

route system revived. Under it, the
bidder would no doubt be allowed to
take on as many contracts ao he could
handle, and every rural oarrier wonld

a

families in Pond
TENEMENTS—Three

A. F. Bpewham

Moore's

drug store, vacated
OFFICES
by Dr. Glbbe. Hot water heat and toilet.
Apply to E. G. Moons, Ellsworth.
over

house on Libertv8t.
H. Bsksnahan,

HOUSE—Seven-room
Inquire of Mas. John
Ellsworth.
Jpat Salt.
->*.

W^.

»

^

.-v*

*»

STORE —One of the beet In
Cumberland county, np-to date store,
good location; must sell to give attention to
other interests; great opportunity and a
bargain. Address: M., Office No. 7, First
National Bank Building, Portland Maine.

GROCERY

STOVE—Second-hand,

MAN

HOUSEKEEPER

couple

formerly ran au eating-house
The experiment is regarded
incidentally it teaches the
lesson that war
brings to a diplomat—the
of
necessity
embarking in many strange
who

as a success,

to

6lease

CARD OF THANKS.
wish to
our

in the
neighbors
illness and at the death of Mrs. At hie W.
Staples, and for the beautiful flowers.
Capt. David F. Clobson and Family.
CARD OF THANKS.

hereby extend to our many friends
neignbors our heartfelt thanks
and grateful appreciation of the kindness
and sympathy shown by them in so many
ways during our recent bereavement; also for
the floral offerings given.

WE

Witfa linseed oil at 50c to $1, what sort
of oil do yon think they

use

in

“paint”

That staff la

counterfeit

paint.

at

You

cheat yonraelf; yon can’t cheat Time

rubbery

Counterfeit

coat

over

wood and

)

tU alike.

■

all counterfeits for?

They

ESTABLISHED

n n 11 , t

1888

T

ErarftMat is t»s Hstk Hm Its* a Crud Pisw to i
Jswthar,
Music and Music Books, Motocycles, Bicycles, Sewing

Sheet

Machines, Victor and Edison Talking Machines,
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local vlewa.

!|

Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Customers’
*
teresta. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

;;

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
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STATE OF MAINE.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
conformity with the provision* of section 15. of chapter 32. of the revised
statutes of Maine, as amended by chapter 206
1913. deeming it
of the public laws of
for the beet interest of the State, tne Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
all
to
notice
after dne
peraons interloand
ested.
public hearing in the
cality to be affec ed, and deeming it necessary
and proper for the protection and preservation of moose in the Htnte, hereby adopt the
following needful rules and regulations relating to the bunting of moose on Mount Desert
Island, in the county of Hancock.

IN

BULBS AND REGULATIONS.

For r period of three rears from November
first a. d, 1914. it shell be unlawful to hunt,
take, catch, kill or destroy any moose on
Mount Desert Island, Hancock county.
During the same period It shall also be on
lawful for any person to have in possession
any moose, or part thereof, taken in violation
of these regnlations.
Dated this 7th day of October, a. d. 1914.
Harry B. Austin, Chairman.
Walter I. Neal,
Blaine 8 Vilrs,
Commissioners of Inland
Fisheries and Game.
Sections 15 and 16. chapter 32, of the revised
statutes, as amended by chapter 206, P L. 1918:
Whoever fishes for. takes, catches, kills or
destroys any inland fish game in any manner
or at any time, in violation of any of the rule*
and regulations of the commissioners of inland fisheries and game, made and promulgated in conformity with the provisions of
this chapter, shall be punished in the same
manner and to the same extent aa is provided
for by law for tbe illegal taking, catching,
killing or destroying of any inland fish and
game.
Whoever wilfully mutilates, defaces or destroys any notice, rule or regulation of the
commissioners of inland fisheries and game,
posted in conformity with the provisions of
this chapter, shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding fifty dollars.
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To all persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of October, a. d. 1914.
following matters having been pre
Rented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it la hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. by causing a oopy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said concty. that they may
appear at a probate court to be he'd at Ellsworth in said county, on the third day ot November, a. d. 1914, at ten < f the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

day of October, a «. im. beings!?
“
louroed session of the October l Q' ft
1914
term

;

of said

court.

following matters basins
sented for the action tbereu*pon
THB
after indicated. It Is

h.»

orrffiSd^
pV” „,Tk«
iaoc.„|.,°r

hsreby
?,!“■
notice thereof be gle.n to »l?
tarested. py canning a copy of this orden/f"
published three weeks
Ellsworth American, a
newspaper pubh.hlS
at Ellsworth, in said county, tit.t fh«
appear at a probate court to be held ttynJ
worth In said cou ty. on the third
Noxembcr. a. d. 1»I4, at ten of tbs clock la
forenoon, and be heard thereon If the,

dsrS

thi
»!

844

cause.

M»er Gallert, late of Ellsworth, la
A certain
county, deceased
Instrument
porting to be ILdset will and

tsis
cur

testament"t

Petition
“‘i
tf>,t'tb',r, »>“>
probate thereof, presented
by John A.

l„
Peters
81
the executor therein Darned.
Harriet Ellen Henderson, lale of Buck,
In
said
port.
county, deceased A certain
niroment purporting to be tbe Inst will
set
testament of said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented hr
klnole L. Snow, the executrix therein
Medora A. Bunker, late of Bulllrnn, In ssld
oounty. deceased. A certain Inxtruraent pur.
porting to be the last will and testament 0!
tnid deceased, together with petition
lor
thereof, presented by Josle B. Bunxer, (he executrix therein named.
Elite A. Brimmer, lete of
Mariavllle, in
eeid county, deceased. First end final gccount of Little M. Silsby, executrix,
filed for
settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

in'

came/

probate

STATK OF MAINE.
At a prob.tp court h.ld it
Ellsworth, la sad for Mid count, of Hancock
on th* sixth dnj of of October. In the
rwrof
oor
Lord one thonsand Bine bunrtred and

fourteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
of
ETHEL B. WORCESTER, late of CAM-

A

BRIDGE.
In the county of Middlesex, and commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
thereof in said county of Middlesex
uly authenticated, baring been presented to
the Judge of probate for our said county of
Hancock for the purpose of being allowed
filed and recorded in the probate court of oar
said county of Hancock.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to oil
persons interested therein, by publishing a
a copy of this order three week*
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said countv of Hancock,
to the third day of November a. d.
1914, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for aaid
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
if any they have,

Srobate

prior

Henrietta Grace, late of Eden, in said county, deceased. A certain intrument purport
ingto be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate against the same.
thereof, presented by Artbar M. Higgins, the JEROME H. KNOWLE.S, Judf- of Probate.
A true copy of the
executor therein named.
original order
Attest—T. P. Mahomet. Regiiter
Seneca H. Hemick, late of Hancock, in said
deceased.
A
certain
instrument
county,
purponlng to be the last will and testament of |
NOTICE OP rOKBCLOSl KK.
said deceased, together with petition for pro- )
bste thereof, and for the appoint ment of Anuie 'VirHKREAS, James A. Parker, nf South▼ v
B- Remick, administratrix with the will anwest.Harbor, in the county of Hancock
and State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
nexed. presented be ths said Annie B.
Remick. widow of said deceased, no executor dated Feb. 17, a. d. 1908 and recorded in Hancock county. Mi nr. registry of deed*, book
being named in said will.
late of Cranberry Isles, in 509. page 408, conveyed to Henry c'lark. of
Tyler H. Stanley,
said
county, deceased. A certain Instrument said Southwest Harbor, a certain lot or parpurporting to be the last will and testament cel of land at Manaet in aaid Southwest Harof said deceased, together with petition for bor bounded and described aa follows, to wit:
thereof, presented by George R. HadBeginning on the town road leading from
probate
the store formerly occupied
by Melville
lock, the executor therein named.
Lucy Ann Wescott. late of Castine, in said Moore to the late Joseph L. King’s house,
and at the northeast corner of land of Robert
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will snd testament of Sparling; tbence south 45’ SL went but alsaid deceased, together with petition for proways following the old fence and stone wall
bate thereof, presented by Abbie Wescott, seventy-five rods to the county road, thence
now Abbie Wescott
Whalen, the executrix on the eaatertly side of the couotv road in a
therein named.
northerly direction eleven rods and four
Seneca H. Remick. late of Hancock, in said links to land of heirs of Andrew Mayan,
Petition thst Annie B. thence by said heirs’ land north 71- *ast eight
county, deceased.
rods ana twenty links to the southwest corRemick or some other suitable person be apadministrator of the estate of said ner of land formerly owned by Benjamin
eceased, presented by Annie B. Rtmick. Moore, tbence three rodsand eleven link*, to
widow of said deceased.
the southwest corner of land of A. E. Foss,
Leonard G. Grant, late of Hancock, in said tbence north 50
30' east forty-sev n rods
Petition that Get rge A. and ten links to a stake, thence north 25: west
county, deceased.
Martin or some other suitable person be apeighteen links to an iron bolt, thence north
50s30 east eight rods to the towu road aforepointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by
Elijah C. Grant, said, thence on the west side of the town
road in a southerly direction seven rode and
brother of said deceased.
Edna J. Gilley, late of Islesford, In said twenty links to the point of beginning; conPetition thst Harley J. taining four acres and seventy two square
county, deceased.
Baker or some other suitable person be sp
rods. And for a further description referpointed administrator of the estate ot said ence may be had to Hancock registry of
deceased, presented by Harley J. Baker, heir- deeds, book 997, page 400. Whereas the conat-law of said deceased.
dition of said mortgage has been broken now
aawfcra a. nmun, late or lamome,
therefore by reason of the breach of the cor.in said
coauty. deceased. First and final account of dltion thereof I claim a foreclosure of stul
Philena Bmltb, executor, filed for settlemeut.
mortgage and give this notice lort atparJoseph Jackson, late of Btonington, in aald poee.
*
Dated at Southwest Harbor. Oct. l.\
county, deceased. Final account of Flora E.
Jackson, executrix, filed for settlement.
Hbnh'! Clxuk,
James Mersey, late of Lamoine, in said
by Geo. R. Puller, his attorney.
county, deceased. First and final account of
Arthur B. Holt, administrator, filed for setuw
I 'UK subscriber nereoy give* no;:ce
tlement.
X.
the bu been duly appointed executrix
Daniel W. Hill, late of Bncksport, In said of
the last will and testament of
county, deceased First and final acooant REBBCCA W. HALE, late of HANCOCK,
of Widber T. Hill, administrator, filed for
settlement.
in the county of Hancock, deceased »nd
Albert Bartlett, late of Tremont, in said
given bonds as the law direct*. All P«r*®rl
county, deceased. Second account of John T. having demands against the eetaU of said
R. Freeman, executor, filed for settlement.
ceased are desired to prsseni the same ror
Jesse D. Atwood, late of Bucksport, In said settlement, and all indebted thereto are recounty, deceased. First account of Theodore quested to msks payment immediate!v
H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
N. Elisabeth Hals.
Charles A. Candage. late of Mount Desert,
also known as Elisabeth Hale.
in said county, deceased. Account of Arthur
8urry, Maine, October, 7, a. d. 1914.
H. Candage and Thomas Searls, executors,
filed for settlement.
subscriber hereoy give* notice that
Edgar Stevens, late of BluehiU. in said !
he has been duly appointed executor
deceased. First and final account of 1
cpuntJ.
Ruby F. Stevens, executrix, filed for settle- of the last will and testament of
ment.
PARKER HPOFFORD. late of BUCK?!PORT,
Mary J. Pettee, late of Sullivan, in said in the
and
county of Haucock, deceased,
Petition filed by Will R.
county, deceased.
All
as the law direct*.
Havey, administrator, for license to sell cer- given bonds
of saw
estate
the
demands
having
against
tain real estate of said deceased, as described
deceased are desired to preseni the same 10
in said petition.
are re
Annie L. Swazey, late of Penobscot, in said settlement, and all indebted thereto
quested to make payment immediately.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Eliza P.
Krowlto*John F.
bwazey, executrix of tbe last will and testaEllsworth, Oct. 12, 1914.
ment of said deceased, that tbe amount of inheritance tax upon said estate be determined
by the judge of probate.
.abKrIber h.reby give* ■>«“«
Emily E. Atherton, late off Mount Desert, in
she has been duly appointed executr
said county, deceased.
Petition tiled by of the last will and tentament of
George R. Fuller, executor ot the laat will
BBNRY J. JOY, let, of ELLSWORTH,
and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of inheritance tax
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bon*
upon said estate
**
be determined by tbe Judge of
being required by the term*of said win.
probate.
Alvah D. Rich, a minor, of Tremont, in said
persons having demands against *be.
said deceased are desired to ure ant tbs
county. Petition filed by George R. Fuller,
guardian, for license to sell certain raal es- for settlement, and all indebted thereto
tate of said minor, as described in said
requested to make payment immediatelypetition.
Sarah b. JO'-

Xoluted

de-

THE

l't'rs°“d

and wipb.

‘A**

The

Angellne Fogg, Ixt, of Buck.port, Is said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
portiog ,o be tbe lut will nod tenement of
Mid deceased, together wllh
petition for probate thereof, preseoted by Wesley 0. Web•ter. the executor therein named.
Emily F.. Atherton, late of Mount Desert, in
“td
,co?“ly. deceased. First and Anal acoount of Gsorgo K. Fuller, execntor, filed for
settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge off said court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahomet, Register.
r

hereby gives

notice that
M*°BU>r

MARY B. DELANO, late of
BDOK8PORT,
In the county of Hancock,
decea.ed, no bonds
being required bv the terms of said will. All
having demands against the estate of
deceased are desired to present the same
a11
thereto are
tequested to make payment immediately.
M D‘L>”°

ieo«wBd

in?«b^

are

|
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paint may look like it;

counterfeit money looks like money.
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iron to keep out water.
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i; Old Reliable MUSIC STORE}
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Weather.
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and

Roy Braqdon
Ellsworth. Oct. 18. 1914.
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Special Notices.

Hunters' Licenses.
Agents for the sale of hunters’ licenses
in Hancock county are F. W. Thompson,
E. A. Graham, Bar Harbor; L. F. Giles,
Ellsworth; F. A. Foster, Northeast Harbor; A. E. Mace, Aurora.

or

treasurer,

U KRILL.

enterprises.

can

—

BOOK No. 8W7 iMned^bTtliieH»ncock County Savings Bank.
BANK
Finder
return
its
Charles

London.

in

2000

Nominated by the Governor.
become the employee of the conAmong nominations by the governor
tractor, instead of Uncle Bam, as he is reoently announced are the following in
In time, the oontractor would Hancock county:
now.
become a big corporation which would
Notary public, Edward F. Small, Ellsfix the compensation of the men who worth.
Coroner, F. E. Sherman, Bar Harbor.
do the work at WOO to #800 a year,

nice rente for small
hardwood

avenue near

factory and away from the dual and dirt of
streets; shade trees cover the grounds about
the buildings, and the location is healthful.

Hale's Restaurant.
1 WaUrvilU Sentinel.)
Maine people will be interested to lesrn
si x-cover cook stove
that Chandler Hale, son of the Hon.
or
suitable for camp. Will be
Eugene Hale, is running a restaurant in •old to range,
first comer. Inquire at American
London. But Mr. Hale has not gone into OrncR.
the eating-house business permanently or
with the intention of making a fortune.
&clp CHantrt.
Mr. Hale’s business in life is diplomacy.
He is attached to the American embassy
AND 'WIFE—Wanted Nov. 1; woman
in the British capital. The American amto do general housework and ccok for
bassador is looking after those subjects of five men; man to do
general farm work. MidFrancis Joseph who are stranded in Eng- dle-aged couple preferred.
Address, J. R.
land. Funds have been provided for the Wallacb, Bartlett’s island (Indian Point
P. O.J. Me.
assistance of these
and the eatingpeople,
house expenses are paid from these funds.
A competent houseMr. Hale found that he could feed the
keeper in family of two. Address, stathungry Austrians better and more ing experience. P. O. Box 804. Ellsworth. Me.
cheaply if be collected them at meal time
UDder one roof. So he started the restaulost
rant, which is in charge of an Austrian

restaurant

Austrians needing help
could be fed, and he has found lodgings
tor them and protected them as he would
his own fellow-citixena. Similar things
have been done in every European capital
by American volunteers, and it is no exaggeration to say that never in the history
of diplomacy has any country been better
or more loyally served than has the United
States during this crisis In the world’s
affairs.

Family Pills for constipation.

Co Hrl.

Mr.

most difficult task has won him the commendation not only of our own ambassador, but of the London Foreign office as

Recently Mr. Hale opened

country.
Funeral services were held Monday
tonaaon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
H. flatld, with whom he bad made his
home for some years. Rev. R. B. Mathews,
of the Congregational church, officiated.
The bearers were Congressman John A.
Petera, Col. H. E. Hamlin, Judge A. W.
King, Charles Peters, of Ellsworth; Maj.
Atwood W. Spaulding, of Caribou, and
Simon Friedman, of Houlton. The remains were taken to New York for interment beside his brother. There were services in New York yesterday afternoon.
Among those coming from out of town
to attend the funeral, were J. D. Gallert,
of New York; Simon Friedman and wife,
of Houlton; Maj. Atwood W. Spaulding,
of Caribou; Congressman Peters from
Washington; Msx Franklin, wife and son
Morris E., and Morris Franklin, of Bar
Harbor; Henry W. Cushman and wife, of
Bangor.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cared by
IlaH's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last IS years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by this firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent
free. Price 75 cents per bottle.
Sold by ai)

few

was

nearest

are a

cousins in this

ing dates in New York, or even a portion
of them, what states will he visit?
In Pennsylvania the ball moose candidate for governor has been withdrawn in
favor of tbe democratic candidate. There
was no

me

brother and sister living in
Germany. Another brother, Hyman, died
in New York last spring, and his widow
was with Mr.
Qallert daring the last
weeks of his illness.
He has several

j

■

EASY

mr. uauen never married.

[Washington Star.|
Will the result of the New York primary
Mr.
Roosevelt’s
change
campaign plans?
It was stated only a few weeks ago that
he would devote the greater part of October to stumping New York for the ball
moose
ticket.
At that time the bull
moosers were making big claima, and intimating that with Mr. Roosevelt appealing for votes they would m*ke a formidable showing on election day.
But what can even Mr. Roosevelt do
for such a candidate as Mr. Davenport,
who in the primary was unable to do anything for himself? His nomination represents so Bmali an interest in his candidacy, those who do not regard it as pathetic rate it as ridiculous.
Still, if Mr. Roosevelt cannot carry his
man to victory at home,
where can be
hope to succeed? It he cancels his speak-

■

disguise.

He would be the last to wish that words
of eulogy be spoken of him, yet men In
all walks of life pause to-day to pay him
tribute as a loyal citixen of bis adopted
city, a steadfast friend.
Myer Oallert was born in Pleecben,
Germany, August 22, 1851, and came to
America at tbe age of fourteen years.
The first few years in this country he
spent in Waterville. He was about
twenty years ot age when be first saw
Ellsworth, coming here as a traveling
merchant. It was a case of love at first
tight. Ellsworth became the borne of bis
adoption, and tor forty-three years of his
life here he haa remained true to her.
Beginning In a modest way, he built up
a large business, until, upon his retirement from mercantile life In January,
1908, when he sold his business to C. L.
Morang, he had one of tbe largest dry
goods stores in eastern Maine. After
about a year in New York, Mr. Uallert returned to Ellsworth, from which he
never could be weaned, and for the past
few years had been associated with the
Union Trust Co. as secretary.
Mr. Oallert was a Knight Templar
Mason, a: member of all the Ellsworth
masonic orders, and also ot Lejok lodge,
I. O. O. F.

Democratic Spellbinder.

A

a

where the

r,

MYKB OALLKBT.

well.

The announcement that Postmaster
General Burleson favors a change in

"Aoomisnntntft.

OBITUARY.

COURT.

Rescript Handed Down In a Hancock County Case.
The rescript in the case of Lucy A.

state he

Our diplomatic representatives in Europe
have won the respect of the world by the
able manner in which they have been disJohn £. Bowden, of Hancock, is a
charging their duties since the outbreak
candidate for appointment as a mem- of the war. In addition to caring for our
ber of the fish and game commission. own citizens, of whom it is estimated there
Mr. Bowden, is a democrat—that, per- were at least 500,000 io Europe when war
haps, goes without saying, as the ap- was declared, our ambassadors have had
the affairs of many countries temporarily
pointment will, of course, go to a
in their hands. For example Amdemocrat—but Mr. Bowden’s friends placed
bassador Walter Hines Page and his staff
in Hancock county are not confined
have not only cared for many thousands
to the democratic party, by any of American citizens who
hastened to
means.
Mr. Bowden, through his ex- England when hostilities begun, but into
perience in the warden service, would their hands have also been placed the intake to the department a practical terests of all the nations with whom Engknowledge of the needs of the State land is at war. The same is true in
Austria, Belgium,
both as to new laws and the enforce- France, Germany,
Jaoan. Servia, and Russia.
ment of present laws measures for
in
There were
Europe many Americans
protection of our fish and game who had served this
country in diplomatic
interests.
capacities in the past, and these were
Dr. C. 0. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, called upon to volunteer to assist the overworked embassy staffs everywhere.
Tbe
is a candidate for member of the
work these volunteers have been doing
governor’s council from this district. has been invaluable. Many of them have
Dr. Morrison is a republican, and of sacrificed their own interests to aid
their
the flght-to-the-last type.
It is by country in this critical time, and tbe nano means oertain that the democrats tion owes them a debt of gratitude.
For example. Chandler Hale, who had
will control the legislature on joint
ballot at organization.
On the face served as secretary in several embassies,
of the returns, they apparently have was on his way home with his family
when
he found that tbe American ema majority of one, but this is too close
bassy in London was in need of experinot to permit of the element of chance
He was asked u> attach
enced help.
being taken into consideration. Abhimself to the

FROM THE

AdvertUer, in THE AMERICAN art

capturing the trad*.

Ellsworth, Oct. 7,1914.
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*nb*er1b«r hereby give* notice
■be bu been duly nppomted »dmloi*
tratriz of the estate of
LLEWELLYN E. OOLOMY, late of BUCh»*

THE

POET,

d
Hancock, deceased.
A1 P
the law directs.
given
in'?
sous
t0
having demands against
tats
of
said deceased are
tB.
and
present the same for settlement,
_.y.
P
make
to
nebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
Mary p Cot0*T.
Bucksport, Oct. 9, 1914.
_
In

the

county of

bonds

as

mtaonbor

ner«oy

be hu been duly
THE
trator of the estate of

give.

appointed

admn.

Dc.
EMILY M. SAVAGE, late of MOUNT
SERT,
in tLe county of Hancock, deceased.
given bonds as the law directs.
e«t»ts
ions
lte
having demands against
of said deceased are desired
all
same for settlement, and
are requested to make

ifrthj*
J2*.£!Jtteieto

,Bde°J*“^5iBtely.

‘“^ao*

Northeast Harbor, Oct.

7,1914-

StobirtiMountf.

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.
OCTOBER

TERM

BEUAN

TUES-

How to Get

LOOKS

LIKE

A

SHORT

TERM,

FIRST^"

—SAFETY

DAY AFTERNOON.
WITH

FEW IMPORTANT OASES TO BE
TRIED.

Pure Cream of Tartar
at a Low Cost

Eatchet Brand Cream Tartar, Spices and Flavoring Extracts are safe because they are made from
the highest quality of material and our trade mark
\
signifies the “Stamp of Purity”. Each package
contains a coupon which shows you our offer of
RiinrPFPPre
i R°g®rs AA Silverware. Send postal card for illustrated list of premiums.
j—.
-v

TAB COURT.

Presiding Justice

—

Ar.no W.

Kino,

Ells-

worth.
Clerk—John E. Bunker, Bar Harbcr.
Hrbbrrt L. Qbahak
County Attorney
Bay Harbor.
Sheriff—Fobrbst O. Silrby, Ellsworth.
Cfter—Ward W. Wesoott, Bloehill.
Deputies—G. P. Nrwman, Ellsworth; N.
L. Orindlb. South Penobscot; H. L. Per*

|

—

Royal Baking Powder is made
of pure cream of tartar. Its
price has not been advanced.
Its use will give better results
and guard against the danger of improper substitutes.

nald, Franklin.

Stenographer—C. O. Barrows, Portland.
Messenger—Philip D. Mason, Ellsworth.
The October term ol the supreme Judicourt for Hancock county opened
yesterday, with Associate Justice Arno
W. King presiding.
At the opening of court, prayer was
offered by Rev. J. W. Tickle, of the Unitarian church.
Indications are that the term will be
short, with tew important cases to be
tried.

THE]WtTC)IEU((u^PUll$. I

cial

•OSTOU.MMS.

..

The Twitchell

-

..

Champlin Company,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ATTORNEYS PRESENT.

KOR CAKK OK POOR.
change from Contract to Salary System Probable.
A recess meeting of the city government
to lake up the
wu held Monday evening
for care of poor, M. J.
Better of contract
Drummey's contract expiring November
board waa present,
4, next. The fall

Mayor Hagerthy presiding.

Before the poor matter wu taken up,
from the school
two communications
hoard were read. The first called attention to tbe fact that the high school
building did not meet the requirements
of the law in regard to fire escapee. The
matter was referred to the committee on
city property to act with the school committee, with authority to act.
Tbe eeeond communication referred to
the city government a request for a piano
at the Ellsworth Falla school. Tbe board
rated to purchase a second-hand piano
which Aid. Stuart reported could be obtained at a moderate price.
The
The poor contract waa taken np.
contract made with the late Harry 8.
Jones in 1SS6, at (4,000 annually, and the
list contract made with M. J.Drummey in
1909, at (3 550 a year, were read; also a
copy of the contract made by the city of
Belfast for tbe care of its poor at (2,150 a
jeer.
A petition

for the retention of M. J.
tbe poor farm, signed by
about 350 tax-payers and citizens, was

Drnmmey

at

The attorneys present at the opening ol
It places upon him the
temptation of making court were: H. E. Hamlin, B. T. Sowle,
IJ>°£
h]» ow“ pocket-book even if he has to John A. Peters, Henry M. Hall, Ueorge B.
•light his care of the pcor. The general experience has been that it is better for some Stuart, F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles, D. E.
responsible representative of the city to pass Hnrley, John F. Knowlton, W. E. Whitcarefully upon the needs of each case and to
furnish such relief as is actually
ing, E. J. Walsh, Ellsworth; O. P. Cunrequired.
As regards the management of the almsj ningham, T. H. Smith, Wiley C. Conary,
house: The general and most
satisfactory
plftCC the superintendent upon a1 Bucksport; L. B. Deasy, E. S. Clark,
V V11
definite salary basis, and to
judge of his Charles H. Wood, B. E. Clark, A. H.
efficiency by the care which he gives the Inmates, the income which he is able to derive Lynam, E. N. Benson, H. L. Graham,
from the farm and the amount of
money George E. Qooglns, Harry M. Conners,
which he finds it necessary, with the
apPr°val of the overseers of the poor, to expend Bar Harbor; Forrest B. Snow, Biuehill;
in addition to the income from the farm, takGeorge R. Fuller, Southwest Harbor;
ing into consideration the number of inmates
which in the opinion of the overseers of the Jerome H. Knowles, Northeast Harbor;
poor can be better and more economically George R. Hsdlock, Cranberry Isles; W.
cared for at the farm than elsewhere.
B. Blaisdell, Sullivan; P. L. Aiken, SorIn a few of the cities of the size of Ellsworth It has been found advantageous to
rento; Percy T. Clarke, Stonington; Raymake the salaried superintendent of the
poor
farm the executive officer of the board of mond Fellows, John B. Merrill, Bangor;
overseers of the
poor, and to charge him
Marcellus Coggan, Boston; Fulton J. Redwith the investigation of all cases of poor relief, and the decision, subject to the approval man, New York.
of the overseer, as to the kind and quantity
GRAND JURY.
of relief to be given.
If the superintendent
is an experienced man, he should be able to
The grand jury was empanelled and
decide all routine cases, leaving the unusual
and after being charged by the
phases of his work for decision by the board sworn,
of overseers.
court, retired to its room to organize.
We are not sure whether the charter of the
The jury as organized is as follows:
city of Ellsworth provides for the appoint- j
ment of a special board of overseers, a single
j Judson A. Austin, foreman.Ellsworth
overseer, or makes certain of the
municipal ; J. M. Gerrish, clerk.Winter Harbor
officers ex-officio, overseers of the poor.
If
municipal officers are ex-officio overseers of James W. Black.Deer Isle
the poor, they probably would be unable to Prank E. Blaisdell.Franklin
devote a g-cat deal of personal attention to
Addison F. Bridges.Swan’s Island
the matter, and would have to confine their
time to determining the general policies of George W. Bulger.Cranberry Isles
the department and deciding upon unusual Fred N. Delano.Verona
esses, leaving routine matter to be handled
Edward W. Douglass.A.Eden
by a competent executive, preferably one
who has had experience in this kind of Arthur M. Grindle.Penobscot
work.
M. R. Hinckley.Bluehill
On the other hand, if yon have a single
Roy R. Homer.Bucksport
overseer of the poor, you might find it adSeth R. Hutchins.

vantageous to make one and the same man
of the poor and superintendent of
the almshouse or city farm.
When the representative of the board was
presented.
Two letters from the State Board ot in your city, he saw no occasion to criticise
the efficiency or good intentions of Mr. DramCharities aud Corrections were read. This mey, your present contractor and superinexcept that he was not keeping
hoard, which baa been clothed with con- tendent,records
of the cases handled. It was
proper
siderable authority by the legislature, ad- rather the method of payment and the apparvised against the continuance of tbe con- 1 ent high cost which did not meet with the
With Mr.
approval of this
tracl system, pointing out its disadvan- ; Drummey’s 'ong experience as a contractor,
tages, and calling attention to the tact | if he is willing to accept the appointment as
superintendent and overseer of the poor upon
that Ellsworth was paying much above i a definite and reasonable
salary, his knowthe average for cities of the State for tbe ledge and experience of the cases which he
has handled In the past, should be of value to
care ot its poor.
the city in handling future cases which may
These letters, which are printed below, [ arise and in securing efficient administration
in the poor department.
of
changed tbe sentiment of tbe board
overseer

department.

aldermen with regard to continuing the

system, and a majority ot the alderm-m expressed themselves in favor of a
salaried sujierintendent, hired for not less
than three years. It is proposed to ad-

NTCOLIN GRANGE

contract

for a man and wife to take
poor farm on a salary basis.
To allow time to prepare the necessary
specifications of conditions, duties, etc., a
further recess was taken to next Monday
vertise for bids

charge

of the

evening.
The letters

from

the Btate

Board of

Chanties and Corrections follow:
Augusts, Mb.,
wwmof

Sept. 10,1914.

roar, KUswort*. Maine.

Genti.bmbn:

At a meeting of the State
Board of Charities and Corrections held on
the 9th inst., a report of a visit of the secretary of the board to the Ellsworth city farm,
®ade August 20, was presented and carefully
considered. The board desires to make the

following suggestions:

Notwithstanding

the peculiar conditions of
tke contract, the Inmates at the almshouse
appeared to be well cared for. Of course,
there was no means of Judging of the quality
or
adequacy of the oat-door relief, but on
fenersl principles a contract of this kind
encourage* lax methods of administration so
far u the
responsible officers of the city are
concerned, that the city is likely to pay too
ouch or that the
poor are^likely to reoelve too
■eagre care seems almost certain unless the
•operiatendent is an exceedingly kind*
hearted and sympathetic roan. Therefore,
•hile it might be well to coutinue to emP,0y Mr. Drummey on a definite salary, both
*o have
charge of the farm and the out-door
**Nef,you are strongly advised against re■ewing this contract.
While this contract continues in force you
urged to see that the superintendent
keep* proper records or makes such reports
*cyou ns will enable you tc keep them, so
that in the future the returns
required by
8 of
chapter 1M of the public laws of
u
®»>' be made.
bl* family homes can be found for
ren* even though you have to pay
«
for
them, it is recommended that they
f°p in such homes. While it was not
d
Mr- and Mrs. Drummey will be
tbal
w
y kind
to these child ren, for
they are both
gParently
estimable people, experience
very
a* proven
that children brought up id alrats■Cwes are
very unlikely to make respectable
cltiiena.
In
w*th Mr. Drummey’s conmaJ k* interested to know thst if
number of people assisted
or
flfty-five. is correct, it brings
e*Penditure per person assisted
n* over
nearly #20 more than
Ev®° though Mr. Drummafce °* tbe number of persons is
may aafely make some comparia Per
capita of population basis.
Til: ®n.
censua of 1810 as the basis, the
throng expenditure per capita of population
8ut® *• » cents: for EllsBiddeford, with its large for«i»n
WM approximately 70 cents,
Portland the cost was ap80 cents. Average figures from
State indicate that the larger the
generally the larger the oost
pe,
°f population.
for*
Seemingly, thereought not to be far above the
av*r^*«
,Tepage of the whole State.

ye

•jction
j

XA

?1,'#upportln*
tr*«*t^On0ection
AJj0q
*„*!imat®.°Ath*
the»wPorte<**
Xe «Xe.lb
mev“. Ae.1avera«e'
iaJwA!*.

svett?JLtbe
*onhgu°,uAthe
*a,
m'd iE0AalaMon*
ProyAA*
ailoi?-a5Sly
X*V ibe
®J’,J0wn.
W*

Augusta, Mi., Sept. 90.1914.
Clerk, Rlletearih, Me.
Absence
from the office has prey
ed an
immediate reply to your oommuni26, in relation to the
method0! 8epten»b«r
bN the city of Ellsworth in
carWIifu.?ued
Poor.
W* tM
perceive the objection to
th* nr!lJ*«.yo?
that *t is more or less a
tatnfue 00 tb*plan’
part of the contractor and that
j’**
A

Cun»»iBphom. OUy

***

s,a:

FAIR.

_

Orland
Jeuness McGown.Ellsworth
Martin H. Moore.Mariavflle
Frank L Sawyer,.Brooksville
John A. Somes.Mount Desert
Peter G. Sumner.Amherst
Alton H.Trundy. Southwest Harbor
Maynard H. Young.Lamoine

The traverse jurors were not summoned
appear until to-morrow.

to

ASSIGNMENT

Dudley apples,

The remainder of the afternoon was octhe calling of the docket and
and assignment of cases.
Twenty-four cases were put on the list
specially assigned for trial, and twentyone on the general trial list.
This forenoon was occupied by natural-

cupied by

money is

1.

Moore, greenings,

Hightop
Strawberry
apples, 1;
Hubbard
1;
1;
Kentucky
squash,
apples,
1.

beans,
C C Camber, Northern Spy arples, 2;
Bed Astrachau apples, 1; Nodbead apples,
1; Lirobertwig greenings, 1; Greenings, 1;
Duchess, 4; Koxbury russets, 1; sweet
crab, 1; golden-eye wax bean, 1; Munson
Sweet apples, 1; red-eye
beans, 1; old
fashioned yellow-eye beans, 1; pumpkin,
1; Gold Coin potatoes, 1; marrowfat peas,
1; green tomatoes, 1; Irish Cobbler potatoes, 1: cucumber, 1; Early Canada corn,
1; White Can dont corn, 1.
W. E. Richardson, McIntosh red apples,
2; greenings, 1; Tolman Sweet apples, 2;
Minnesota Red apples, 1; Fall pippin,!;
Pumpkin Sweet apples, 1; Gravenstein
apples, 1; Snow apples, 2; Falla Water
apples, 1; carrots, 2.
M H Danlco, Snow apples, 1; Bellflower
apples, 1; Pound Sweet apples, 1; King
apples, 1; Garden Sweet apples, 1; High1.
top Sweet applea, 2; Baldwin apples,
Best collection farm produce, C C Camber, 1; A W Maddocks, 2.
Wonder

MOUTH

OF THE

RIVER.

Miss Pauline Lebrook, of New York, Is
guest of Miss Mildred Fullerton.
Mrs. Sophia Dodge has gone to Southwest Harbor, where she has employment.
W. W. York spent a few days last week
it Southwest Harbor with his nephew,
George Dodge.
Will York lost a fine horse last Friday
has
night. This is the fifth horse that
died here this summer.
Mrs. Celia Fullerton Carlisle, of Surrv,
household
was here last week moving her
goods from her old home to her new home
In Surry.
the

gone.”

2:

Autumn

Eggs

aWjrrttsanratfi.

DO YOU SUFFER

FR0M_B.ackache?

When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not feel like doing much
of anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as if you hadn’t enough already. Don’t be a victim any longer.
The old reliable medicine. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
tone to the kidneys and builds up
the whole system.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a peculiar
combination of roots, barks and
herbs. No other medicine acts like
it, because no other medicine has the
same formula or ingredients. Accept
no substitute, but insist on having
Hood’s, and get it today.

Ilamson^hubrardI

are
Retail Market
Soaring
Shows Few Other Price Changes.
—

Eggs
paying

going skyward. Dealers are
to 40 cents “quick” and iind
them hard to get at that. The retail price
is strong at 42 cents. There are no other
price changes of note in the local markets.
are

HATS

38

Following

are

retail

prices:

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
40 342
Creamery batter, A.
Dairy batter, A.
85388
42
Eggs, doz.
Fowl, A.
18g22
A.
20
Chickens,
325
$12.00 3$14.00
Hay, loose, ton.

FOR SALE BY

Reliable

Clothing Co.;

VEGETABLES.

Potatoes, pk.
Beets, A..?....
! Carrots, A.
Cabbage, A.
Sweet potatoes, A.
Onions, A.
Squash.
Turnips.
Parsnips, A.
Cranberries, qt.

15
02
02

02
04
03
02

02
04
08

FRUIT.

Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.
A

50 £60
85.350

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, A.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, A.
Tea, A.

08
12
08
30 £38
40 365

Cream of tartar, A.

60

Molasses, gal.

45365

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

Beef, A.
Native veal, A.
Native lamb, A.
Salt pork, A.

18330
25 335

Lard, A.

16

1 LATEST STYLES!

25 £50

16

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

OF CASES.

List of Premiums Awarded In the ization cases. This afternoon the bar
association will hold memorial exercises
Agricultural Ex titbit Ion.
The annual bazaar and shooting match for the late Edward E. Chase.
of Nicolin grange Tuesday of last week,
News From Jerusalem.
was a successful affair.
The hall was atRev. Horace B. Haskell, of Ellsworth,
tractively arranged with booths and the
director of the Newman institute, Jerusaagricultural exhibits.
Those in charge of the booths were: lem, Palastine, who is at present in this
Candy, Bernice Moore and Evelyn De- country, speaking in the interests of the
Witt; mystery booth, Inez Smith and Laymans missionary movement under the
Minnie Danico; handkerchiefs and fancy immediate direction of General Secretary
work, Lillian Wheelden and Helen King; Fred B. Fisher, of New York city, has
just received a letter from Rev. A. Forder,
aprons, Carrie Moore andTena McQown.
The shooting match was a feature of in- the best-known missionary in Arabia, in
terest in the afternoon. A chicken sup- which Mr. Forder, referring to Jerusalem,
per was served at 6 o’clock. The dance in says:
uaiiKs re**vve are 10 a oaa way nere.
! the evening was largely attended. Supper
was served for the dancers at midnight.
fuse money, food is scarce, and prices are
Following is a list of the premiums
high. Missions are closing. All the Lonawarded:
don Jew society, and some of the church
r. n .noore, ruiaosga turnips, t; carrots,
1; sweet russet apples, 1; King apples, 2; missionary society missionaries have left
for England. There is no money to pay
Winter Banana apples, i.
W M Higgins, Northern Spy apples, 1: current expenses.
“To add to all the trouble, Turkey is
Sweet
Bed
McIntosh
apples, 1;
Quebec
mobilizing. All men from twenty-five to
apples. 1; table beets, 2.
are under arrest and are being
forty-five
A W Maddocke,
rutabaga turnips, 1;
All European
and sent North.
Pumpkin Sweet apples, 2; Bellflower armed
were
taken in the face of the prohorses
apples, 2; Ben Davis, apples, 1; turnips, 1; test of the consuls, and every available
Tolman Sweet apples, 1; Falla Water
off the road. Shops and
applea, 2; Nodbead apples, 2; Gravenstein carriage snapped
magazines have been looted to provide
apples, 2; cattle beets, 1; specimen hard- food
for the conscripts, and Turkish subwood, 1; Mortgage-lifter potatoes, 1;
Black's potatoes, X; Story Beauty potatoes, jects are being badly fleeced.
“What Turkey means to do nobody
1; Early Dewdrop potatoes, 1; Golden
restless
Hubbard squash, 1; Hubbard squash, 2; seems to know. The people are
and know’ not what a day may bring
pie pumpkin, 1.
know is that the Lord
we
All
forth.
H
L WheeldeD, Winesap apples, 1;
and we will stay until our bit of
crabapples, 1; McIntosh Bed apples, 1; reigneth,
F M
Sweet

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Flour, bbl.
fancy brands, bbl.
Corn, bag,(wnole, cracked or meal,
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
Oats, bag (2Jbu).

$6.5037.00
7 00$7.50
1 85
1 80
165

E

1 Fi

i
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MARINE LIST.
County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Oct 12, sch Manie SaunHarbor.
Northeast
•‘jGJI
ders,
Southwest Harbor—Sid Sept 30, sch ^Laura
and Marion
U§
iSSTSid Oct 6, stm Hibiscus; sch, Annie F Kimball
Sid Oct 7. sch Robert A Snyder
Sid Oct 11, schs Rhoda Holmes for Addison;
Mauie Saunders for Sullivan
Ar Oct 7, sch Willie L Maxwell, coal|for J T
R Freeman
Ar Oct 9, ga s Leslie from Port Maitland, N
8
In port—Oct 10, sch Bloomer (at Center)
Manie Saunders
-v
In port Oct 12, sch Willie L Maxwell, discharging coal

IN

Hancock

FOR SALE IN

ELLSWORTH

“INK-TITE”

BY

FOUNTAIN PEN HERE.

Smith & Head.

Only

Pen taken in

exchange for each
purchased

one

pen

|
!

HARVARD C. JORDAN,
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Ellsworth,

Maine

W. I. Partridge, Druggist,
Blurhill, Me.

and Mrs
BRACY—At Brooklin, Oct 7,
Clifton Bracy, a son.
HZ EM
Mr and
to
GREENLAW—At Oceanville, Oct 9,
Mrs Howard Greenlaw, a son.
[Arthur

toJMr

plumbTn(l

MMBBNiMBfli

SIMMONS—At Sedgwick, Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs William H Simmons, a daughter.

Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

MARRIED.
At Northeast
GILPATRICK—W’HITMORE
Harbor, Oct 5, by Rev Charles F Lee, Miss
Henrietta Gilpatrick. of Northeast Harbor,
—

Harold P Whitmore, of Bar Harbor.
At Stonington,
GREENLAW—BRACKETT
Oct 8, by Rev 8 Gordon Tucker, Miss Elaine
L Greenlaw, of Stonington, to Frank W
Brackett, of Portland.
HOUSTON—ELLIS—At Bucksport, Oct 8, by
Rev Newton S Swazey, Miss Rita Madeline
Houston, of Bucksport, to Harvey Jewell
Ellis, of Greene.
JUDE—BULGER—At Bar Harbor, Oct 10. by
Rev A M MacDonald, Miss Georgia F Jude,
of Ellsworth, to Charles R Bulger, of Cranberry Isles.
At Eddington,
GUPTILL
KNOWLTON
Oct 7, by Rev A A Smith, of Bangor. Miss
Luthera M Knowtton. of Eddington, to
David Guptill, of Gouldsboro.
LAWRIE—EATON—At Ellsworth, Oct 8, by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Verna C Lawrie, of
Franklin, to Arthur W Eaton, of Lamoine.
MORAN—CALLAHAN— At Bar Harbor, Oct
10, by Rev J D O’Brien, Miss Elizabeth
Moran to Edward Callahan, both of Bar
Harbor.
PALMER—MURRAY—At Bar Harbor, Oct 8,
by Rev J D O’Brien. Miss Cecilia Bentzon
Murray, of Bar Harbor, to Hillard P Palmer,
of Gardiner.
SNOW—TAYLOR—At Bucksport, Oct 8, by
Rev Newton S Swazey, Mrs Hester A Snow,
of East Bucksport, to William J Taylor, of
Bangor.
WEBB—GROSS—At Oceanville, Oct 8, by'Rev
H W Collins. Miss Orra L Webb. of'Stonington (Oceanville), to Maurice. C Gross, of
Deer Isle.

HONEST

—

ATKINSON—At North Orland, Oct 11, Albert
Atkinson, aged 85 years.
AVERY—At Bangor. Oct 11, Cora Frances,
daughter of Albert E Avery, of Bucksport,
aged 18 years, 1 month, 20 days.
BRAGDON—At Ellsworth, Oct 8, Edward A,
son of Mr and Mrs Roy Bragdon, aged 8
years, 3 months
BUNKER—At Cranberry Isles, Oct 7, George
W Bunker, aged 57 years, 7 months, 11 days.
At Ellsworth, Oct 10, Myer
GALLERT
Gallert, aged 63 years, 1 month, 18 days.
GARLAND—At Amherst, Oct 18, Walter Garland, aged 74 years, 1 month, 20 days.
HENDERSON —At Bucksport, Oct 9, Mrs
Harriet Ellen Henderson, of Bluehill, aged
67 years, 11 months, 2 days.
PRATT—At Bucksport, Oct 8, Mrs Amanda
Pratt, aged 77 years, 7 months, 6 days.
WASSON —At Surry, Oct 11, Mrs Hannah
Wasson, aged 85 years, 6 months.

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

THE—

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

CLARION.
Whether it’s

St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

a

range or a fur-

nace—if it is a

“Clarion”, it it
requirement.

—

DIED.

WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

to

—

new

The new perfected “Ink-Tite” is the
ONLY self-filling, non-leaking pen
ever offered.
Every Crocker “Ink-Tite” Pen is
guaranteed to be a FAR BETTER PEN
than you have ever known.

BORN.

—

LAJ

We’ll Pay You 81.00 for your Old
Fountain Pen, for a short time only,
provided you buy a Crocker

—

Lawrence.]

Pen

5
i

sure

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.

to meet every

Made by

the Wood

Bangor.

J. P.

Sold

Civil
Land

Bishop Co.

by

Correspondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

ELDRIDGE,
SwtwrtBTB

Main Street,

Big

FREE Catalog it fall C
•f Bargains lika Uit.
Chew

—

England

pa

KLES WORTH

I

^WRlTI^o^p^HS|££Sy£|||l

•aiffEirfeM
|

When bought with other
11W...
I
* I sat Found*
merchandise
«ioo I" B
•
■
Why continue to pay the deal- P
er’t high price* when you can
•■■■■B5S==3^WB
buy groceriea and other merchandise direct from ub at^k I
a big saving! We protect your pocketbook yet give
eat quality and guarantee satisfaction or money back. I
Premium Profit-Sharing Certificates Increase your I
•aringa. San the saving today-write for Catalog No.40 I
Reference* Federal Trust Co.. Boston

>«^)l

1

11

■

1

Engineer,
Surveyor.

■■■■

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
‘NO
FAT, NO WJtrtHK. K.
| Ml kind- of laundry work done at abort notice.
Good*called tor an 1 delivered.

M. B. ESTEY & CO.
Kstey Building. State 8L.
Ellsworth, Me

CommiBBion ffltrcfjantB.

|

higb-^y

NEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO.
fcJi.Str.rt
BOSTON. MASS,

%
I

BOSTON i

^mission merchant*'

|

WANT
Proftgslnnal ffaiDs.

picF

h.

scott

Liye

Poultry

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Prohate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

and

Farm Produce.

COUNTY

NEWS

COUNTY NEWS

day for a visit with relatives in Waltham
Lawrence, Mass.
Lyle Brown and wife, who have been
WEST EDEN.
visiting Mrs. Brown’s parents, returned to
Mrs. Webster Leland, of Trenton, is visAugusta Saturday. Mrs. David Springer
iting her daughter, Mrs. Helen Hamor.
accompanied them for short visit.
Misa Thelma Swazey is at Northeast
Clarence W. Joy, whose untimely death
where
she
has
at
J.
Harbor,
employment
was briefly reported in last week’s Ameriand

E. Monohon’s.

son

employed

month,

Caribou

in

COUNTY NEWS.

past

,the

home.

are

The clam factory here is open for busi-

BROOKUN.
A. E. Farnsworth has purchased

a

Ford

Parker Baton and Cecil Annis
from yachting.

runabout.

Horry Bridges
days last week.

was

in

Bangor several

Vetcher, ot New York,
week at Haven.

Mr. and Mrs.

of

Cecil Annis has begun
cellar for his new bouse.

are

Gertrude

Mosley has gone to
father, M. G. Joy,

to visit her

wife.

spending

The farmers are digging their potatoes.
There is & fine yield, though a few report
some rot.
They are of a much better

gins and wife.

Stephen D. Cousins, who baa spent the
summer io the White
mountains, is at
Gladys Yeaton, of Steuben, is
home.
teaching the fall term of school, beginning
Miss Webster, ot New York, is the
Sept. 21.
of her sister, Mrs. Stephen D.
Fred Hodgdon is employed on Tinker’s guest
Cousins.
island running a weir tor John L. Stanley
Miss Kachel Cole, who is teaching in
Jt Sons, Manset.
came home for the week-end
Rev. S. H. Jobe, of Cambridge, Mass., Manchester,
and Monday.
was in town recently, and held an evenMina Ruth Allen baa gone to Middleing service at the hall Sept. 27.

A Urge crowd attended the grange fair,
which was a great success.
Over $150 was
realized toward the grange debt.

Arthur Rumill and wife are at home
from High Head, where Mr. Rumill has
been employed as chauffeur at the Bowl-

quality thgn

ness.

McKinley.

the

on

at

M.

_

Miss Louise Carter, of Northeast Harbor, visited her aunt, Mrs. Agnes Mayo,
last week.
Ansel B. Higgins, of Portland, is spending a week with his parents, O. C. Hig-

Mrs. Webster Leland, who was visiting
daughter, Mrs. E. S. Hamor, was suddenly called to Bar Harbor Thursday.

!

ker estate.

E. Sargent and family and Mrs. Nettie
Higgins were week-end guests of Mr. Sargent’s mother, Mrs. Emily Newman, at
Eagle Lake.

M.

Oct. 12.

NORTH ORLAND.
Mrs. Ruby Gibbons
Thursday, but ia better

had

an

ill turn

_

now.

Mrs. M. J. Harper is in Bar Harbor hoar

Mrs. Estelia Trundy, who wna reported
ill last week, remains about the same.
Mrs.

guest

pital.
Miss Gladys Ober spent last week in
Mt. Desert.

Fanny Gray, of Cmstine, was the
of Robert Harper and wife last

Robie Norwood, ot Southwest Harbor,
is to build tbe Episcopal church.
Oct. 1L
N.

week.

Miss Marie Farr, of Bangor, returned
Sunday after a week’s vacation with
Jher parents here.

Oct. 12.

there

Roscoe Davis met with
dent

ning

Saturday,
over

a

painful
manure-spreader
a

NORTH

run-

foot.

his

Harry Joyce is finishing
Luther Hardy’s house.

Johnson Bridges, of South Penobscot,
came Saturday to see his wife, who was so
badly hurt recently. Mrs. Bridges had no
bones broken, but was so badly bruised
and shaken up she was nearly helpless for
a week, but is now able to sit
up some.
Mrs. Cora Dodge is doing as well as can be

State road.

have done

feeling “numb all over”. In

he

collapsed.

Improvements

:

|

visiting

parents, E.

H.

first deer of the

season

for this vi-

Granville Saunders died Monday, Oct.
illness. He leaves a
his father and mother,
fire brothers and five sisters. The family

sympathy

treasurer.

Mrs.

of all.

few

days

j

an

interesting

sermon

and

Boston to attend

A.

G.

has

LAMOINE.

of

over

Capt. Fred Hodgkins and

wife have been

Southwest Harbor to visit Mrs. Hodgkins’ sister, Mrs. Robie Norwood.
Oct. 12.
R. H.
to

guest of

_

H.

Lester

Springer

her

OAK POINT.
Mrs.

are

and

Murch was here Sunday to
his brother Fred, who is ill.
Frank

Mrs. M. B. Joy visited her son Lee, a
student at Higgins classical institute, last
week.

Mrs. Stella Stratton will leave Wednes-

in

EGYPT.

Floyd Scammon is home from Bar Harbor, where he spent the summer.
arrived home from Bar
1 Harbor last Friday, where she has been
employed all summer.
Oct. 12.
M.

J

Celia

_

a

vacation

Mias Elizabeth Gray left Monday tor
Somerville and Brookline, Mass.
Miss Stella Lord, of North Brooksville,
has been assisting Miss Saunders with her

|

school work.

!

The old Bnna Gray bouse has been torn
down, Martin Peaalee having purchased
the lumber for building a sheep barn.
Oct. 12.
X.

Tobacco,

Always ask for Mustards. Spices
and Flavoring Extracts by name.
Don’t take any old kind. Tell your
grocer you want and must have

Stickney & Poor s

Like

Food, Must Be

Fresh To Be Good
And tobacco cannot keep fresh after it is cut up, any
better than bread or meat can. To get fresh tobacco,
you must cut it off the plug yourself, just before it goes
into your pipe. That’s the way you use Sickle tobacco—
that’s the reason it bums slowly, and always affords you
a coot sweet satisfying smoke.
Tobacco that comes already cut-up, in packages, gets
dry and stale—bums fast and hot and bites your
tongue. The original flavor and moisture cannot escape
from the Sickle plug—they are pressed in and kept in
by the natural leaf wrapper.
Mare tobacco—fresh tobacco—no package to pay for—no
waste
that's Sickle tobacco. Get a plug at your dealer’s today.

HaskeU.

who has been

—

spending

a

Mrs. C. A. Nevers is in Hancock with
Mrs. Henry Crabtree.
Mr. Goss and wife, of Franklin,
visitors here last Friday.

Herbert R. Holmes, of Ellsworth, was
guest Sunday of Irving Peaslee and wife. !
Mrs. Henry Butler, with her grandson,
Jay Butler Scribner, visited relatives at !
Green Lake last week.
Oct. 12.
M.
a

j

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Mary Candage is in Bangor.
Mary Leighton is in Brooklin with Mrs.

William Cousins.

Fred Haskell and wife, of Boston, came
to spend October at biB old home on the
Neck road. Mr. Haskell was taken critically ill last week of appendicitis, and
was hurried to the Bar Harbor
hospital,
where he underwent a successful opera-

Miss Harbaugb has
motor lor her well.

tion.

were

business

Sunday.

purchased

an

electric

]

Bernice Merservey is in Lincolnville
with her grandmother.
Oct. 5.
__Cur mbs.
{

KIT I KK Y

Ready! 1I

TO CAKIBOU.

I

Ingalls; selection, Dora McGraw and Clara Sinclair;
song, primary class; selection, seven
girls; song; recitation, Carlton Carlisle;
address, pastor; song; benediction.
Oct. 12.
Anon.
REACH.

Lester Gray and John Adams, who have

Clarke

Doan’s Regulets cure constipation, tone
the stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digestion and appetite and easy passages of the
bowels.
Ask yonr druggist for them.
36
cents a box.—Advt.

Walter Clement is spending
of two weeks with his parents.

few

FRANKLIN ROAD.

Brooksville

see

Mra. John York is very poorly.
Mrs. Willism Jordan’s baby, who has
been very ill, is improving.

1

For Infanta and Children

home

Ingalls; recitation,

Keep Your “tornach and Liver Healthy.
A vigorous Stomach, perfect workicg Liver
aud regular acting Bowels are guaranteed if
you will use Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
insure good Digestion, correct Constipation
and have an excellent tonic effect on the
whole system—Purify your blood and rid you
of all body poisons through the Bowels.
Only 25c. at your Druggtst.

In Use For Over 30 Years

|

her

Tuesday.

_

The members of the Methodist Sunday
school gave an interesting rally day conMrs. Hattie Marshall, of Seal Harbor, is cert Sunday
evening. The program:
I
with her daughter, Mrs. Fred March.
Song, school; responsive reading; song;
Mrs. Flora Gray is at home from Bar prayer; response, choir; welcome, superintendent; soug, school; selection, five
Harbor, where she has had employment.
boys; selection; song; recitation, Jessie
Oct. 12.
M.
Abbie

wife.

C ASTORIA

Susan Colson is at home from Tre-

mont.

taken to

circle

Miss Stella Carter la spending a
days with her parents.

J.

Roy Joyoc,

returned to her home in Swan’s island.

was

sewing

short vacation at home, has returned to
Boston to resume his studies in the Emerson school of art.
Oct. 12.
Rex.

from Boston to care for her mother, who
was ill.
Mrs. Condon has improved and

Grafton Covey has returned from Aroostook, where he has been employed.

sick
stomach,
headaches, restless
nights and other distressing symptoms quickly vanish.
If suffering any stomach distress do
not wait—let Mt-o-na give you quick
and lasting relief.
O. A. 1’archer
sells it with guarantee of money back
if you are not satistied.

arrive home
this week are Gardner Green, Ernest Barbour, Robert Haskell, Allan Smith and
Elmer Dow.

The

two years.

’with

any druggist can supply you
Mi-o- na,a harmless and efficient
remedy
for all bad stomachs.
These small
tablets give almost immediate and
joyful relief, while a few davs’ treatment strengthens and stimulates the
digestive system. The flow of gastric
juices is Increased, then your food is
properly digested; sour and gassy

Pickering.
Among the yachtsmen to

M.

deepest sympathy is extended to
Ralph Hoyt was a guest at Capt. Charles the family of the late Granville Saunders,
\ Hodgkins' last week.
especially to his wife, who Is very feeble.
Elvin Covey is at home, after an abMrs. Bernice Phillips was called home
sence

operation.

Mrs. Roscoe Gray entertained the ladies’

Fred Beck is spending a few weeks with
A. J. Beck, at Washburn. His
the store is supplied by E. S.

Conary.
Mrs. Mary Gott, who spent the summer
with her daughter, Mrs. Sadie McKay,

games.

an

again.

his son,
place in

Mrs. Agnes Clark is in Boston.
Hattie Saulsbury and Maud Moon, of
Ellsworth, are visiting Mrs. Arthur

have gone to
the world series of ball

Oct. 10.

and

Mrs. Clarence Smith is ill.

Ray Thurston

for

K Leroy Carter is reported as better.
John Grindle, who has been ill, is out

Miss Essie V. Gray, who is in training
Eastern Maine general hospital,
Bangor, is visiting her parents.

Leon Lord is home.

Sunday.

com-

_

at the

BURRY.

this week.

Miss Chanie Treworgy, of Surry, is caring for her sister, Mrs. S. W. Treworgy.

Harry

Oct. 8.

store

new

moved in.

WEST SEDGWICK.

Ed. E. Pressey, of New York, is registered at the Pleasant View, where his
wife has spent the summer.

ward. *'

Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, who has been ill,

preached

D.

The colon an onnge and
green, and the motto, “Onward and Up-

Melvin Closson have
a

green

niece, Mrs.

Miriam Tracy arrived home Saturday
from Winthrop, Mass., where she has
Her
beeu employed tor the summer.
cousin, Mrs. Mattie Albiser,returned with
her for a two weeks’ vacation.
Oct. 6.
P.

Miss Sarah Pickering is visiting her
sister, Mrs. P. W. Small, at Stonington.
George D. Carman and Arthur Haskell
have bought out the grocery store of Phil

treasurer.

deer.

Jessie Wessel will spend

Bangor

in

and

are

her

Mrs. Austin Smith is in King’s hospital,

Portland,

DEER ISLE.

5, the junior class of Clark high
organized. The offioers an: Belva J.
Leach, president; Elmer 8. Perkins, vioepresident; Vera M. Dunbar, secmtary and

NORTH SEDGWICK.
a

Lewis Judkins has bis

pleted and has

Mrs. Seth Stockbridge, of Atlantic, is
the guest of Mrs. F. A. Gross.

Oct.

L.

each shot

The class colors

MI-o-na| Will;Quickly and Safely Hid
»
(Yon of Indigestion.
When your stomach is out of order
your food lies like a lump of lead fer
menting and surely causing that feel
ing of fullness, sour taste in the
mouth, coated tongue, biliousness
and many other warning signs of in’
digestion, which is often a dangerous
ailment.
It is needless for you to suffer for

_

white.

_

Colby Hooper

Ella Downes visited
Pbenie Bray, last week.

*Onr. 6/Aacc

STOMACH MISERY

shot

deer last week.

has

Oct. 12.

field, president; Maynard Perkins, vicepresident; Nina Qrindle, secretary and

5, after a short
widow, two sons,

Oct. 12.

NORTH HANCOCK.

son

Elmer Per-

were:

Littlefield, treasurer. A committee on entertainment was appointed consisting of
Marion Leach, chairman; Vera Dunbar
and Marion Hutchins, whose duty it is to
prepare a program for each meeting from
From the enthusiamong its numbers.
asm of the young people at its beginning,
this club promises to be a strong factorvin
the Bocial life at Penobscot.
Saturday last, an exciting game was
played between the two new rival high
schools
Clark high, Penobscot, and
South Brooksviile high.
The score was
16 to 3 in favor ot Clark high.
Sept. 39, the sophomore class of Clark
The officers chosen for
high organized.
the present school year are: Helen Little-

yatchsmen

have the

Bangor Commercial.

and

The officers elected

cinity was shot Saturday by Frank Herrick, of Brewer.

bride was attended by Miss Addie
Guptill, h. sister of the groom, and Fred T.
Knowlton, brother of the bride, acted as best
man.
The flower girls were little Misses
Thelma Kelley and Evelyn Clewley.
The
bride was beautifully gowned in white crepe
«3e chine and carried pinks.
The bridal veil
was of exquisite lace and was worn with a
crown of forget-me-nots. At the conclusion
of the ceremony, the Misses Gordon served
refreshments.
After a few weeks spent in the Maine
woods. Mr. and Mrs. Guptill will go to their
newly furnished home in Sullivan. The display of wedding gifts was uncommonly large
testifying to the esteem in which they are held
by their friends.
Among those present were Mrs. Lovina
Guptill, Miss Addie Guptill, Mrs. Verna
Perry, of Sullivan; Mrs. Charlotte T. Nichols,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddy T. Knowlton, Mrs. Sarah
Eddy, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Gilmore, Mr. and
Mrs. L. V. Gilmore, of Brewer; Mrs. Nancy
Blackman, Mr. and Mrs, B. W. Blackman aojl
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Kent, of Eddington.^

Cfrlby

develop

—

The

Tracy recently visited
sister, Mrs. C. ku. Qoogins.

its members and to

___

—

club.

kins, president; Marion Leach, vice-president; Jeanette Wardwell, secetary; Helen

The

Miss Linnie

social

F.. W. Hardy and Rollins Staples have
just completed Capt. Momford Haskell’s
well, and will commence on Capt. Ralph
Gray's well this week.

WE8T SURRY.

.Lohengrin.

her

ship among

on

Delia Saunders, who has been in
poor health some time, is better.
Frank Herrick and wife, of Brewer,
visited relatives here last week.

A very pretty wedding took place at the
home of the bride in Eddington Bend, Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, when Miss Louthera
Knowlton and David P. Guptill, of Sullivan,
were united in marriage.
Rev. A. A. Smith
performed the ceremony, the single ring service being used.
The wedding march was
played by Miss Ruth Glidden and was from

recent

known aa the
This club will
meet once every two weeka throughout
tbe school year, in tbe town hall, and ita
purpose will be to promote good fellow-

Mrs.

SULLIVAN.

a

Mrs. Harriet Ellen Henderson, of Bluehill, died at the Bucksport hospital Friday, after a long illness, aged nearly
sixty-eight years. Mrs. Henderson was a
native of Bucksport, the daughter of Joel
H. and Eliza B. Tapley. She is survived
Mrs.
by two dsughters and four sons
Orrin Bickford, of South Bluebill; Mrs.
Henry Perkins, of Augusta; Charles
Preble, of Beaumont, Texas; Frank and
Harry Preble, of Philadelphia, and Edwin
Preble, of Brockton Mass., also three
sisters and one brother—Miss Laura Tapley, Mrs. Mary Page, Mrs. Horace E.
Snow, and Lewis F. Tapley, all of Bucksport. The family has the sympathy of a
large number of friends. The funeral was
held Sunday afternoon.

which shall be

returned home from

yachting.
Avery Fifleld, of West Stonington,

hold their annual Christmas sale Dec. 4.

meeting held Oct. 6, tbe
high school organized

Bocial talents.

KNOWLTON-GUPTILL.

Miss Della Clark
Mrs. George P. Cline.

made

Oct. 12.

D.

was a

being

are

Charles Bye has

*7*

Aubaro, Haiae.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

E.

who

Clark

a body
Friendship

the

on

mass

ot

into

crew

are arriving home every
Among recent arrivals are Capt.
Whitney Lowe, Capt. Elmer Lowe, Capt.
Harry Annis, Capt. FranklinjHardy, Capt.
Grover Small, Capt. Ralph Gray, Capt.
Harold Hardy and Max Gray.

A

Oct. 12.

of work

a

Arthur Haviland’s cottage, by Fred Eaton
and Benjamin Smith.

The

physician was called, but
Mr. Atkinson never regained consciousness.
He died about 4 o’clock Sunday
morning. Tbe funeral was held to-day at
East Bucksport.

Mrs. Nina

At

pupils

week.

short time

a

splendid piece

a

tapeworm?

Hon. John Q.

family

HIOH SCHOOL NOTES.

outside of

Commissioner Charles Powers and

expected.
Albert Atkinson, a life-long resident of
this place, died suddenly Snnday morning. He seemed in his nsual health Saturday noon. Early Saturday afternoon
he called at N. E. Ginn’s and complained
of

the

his

PENOBSCOT.

house.

E. Johnson, wife and son and two
friends, of Bangor, formed an automobile
party which spent Sunday at W. P.
Dodge’s.
A.

«SUtn o«be.7tk

BUCKSPOKT.

Ui»B Femme.

DEERJSLE.

Ray Lowe is digging a cellar for a house.
Harold Hardy is digging a cellar for a

acci-

moved

„0DJ’

dull,t.itChinI

Wood, U. 8. consul at
been visiting his
into Walter Crockett’s house, which be Abyssinia,
mother, Mrs. Mary Wood, left Friday for
has purchased.
Washington. Mr. Wood has given sevWilliam Blaisdell and wife, of Franklin,
eral interesting talks at the’ seminary on
were the guests of M. A. Blaisdell and
bis recent experiences.
wife last Sunday.
The ladies of the Congregational society
Mrs. Josephine Blance has gone to
have elected the following offioers for the
where
she
will
be
emMiddleboro, Mass.,
coming year: Mrs. Horace Arey, presiployed this winter.
dent; Mrs. W. S. Webb, vice-president;
District Deputy Mrs. Lena Lynam, of Mrs. W. H. Gardner, secretary; Mrs. A.
Bar Harbor, will make her official visit to H. Rust, treasurer; Mrs. U. H. Emerson,
LookouTchapter, O. E. 8., Oct. 19.
Mrs. George Blodgett, Mrs. B.F.'Blodgett,
Llewellyn Powers, who is employed in Mrs. A. F. Page, Mrs. L. F. Tapley, Mrs.
Winterporl, came home to attend the fu- E. L Jones, Mrs. L. C. Davis, Mrs. Leland
neral of his sister, Mrs. Rodney L. Allen, Lowell, Mrs. Marian Luce and Miss Flora
The ladies voted to
Wood, directors.
Monday.
has

ch“dren
atomach

wollen upper Up, aour
aoh, offenalve breath, ham
and fall
belly *jth ^
atonal gripinga ,nd
a

*57

Rev. A. B. McAllister.

purchased.
Henry Grindle

°rn” in

L,
Deranged

•r«.

Mrs. Harriet Richards, of New Haven,
Conn., is with Miss E. 8. Peterson at Petit I Tint Mark SDOUt the navel, p*ie t,-.
leaden
tint, eyee hearyand
Plaisant cottage.
eyelid*, itching ot the now, Itching of ts*
T. C. Moon, of Tilton, N. H., who has
reC^n,!,.*.?0rt
c1ou«h' Ending ol he
been with bis niece, Mrs. Frank Babbidge, teeth, liittle red polnte nicking out n»
tongue, narting during sleep, alow fPVP,
a few days, left for his borne Thursday.
Itat all doubttul, make
The sweet peas and other flowers have by using Dr. True’* Elixir, td* p.m 1?
Laxative
and Worm Expeiler.
bloomed abundantly during the recent
one beet thing tor regulating the
stomach
fine weather. Mrs. Vera Harding brought and bowels and
expelling worms it
to the correspondent a cluster of seven your druggist's, 35c, 60c and fl.oo. Ad vie.
free. Special treatment for
blossoms on one stem, which is rare.
Send tor book.
Chips.
Oct. 9.

_

has

Mrs. H. 8. Mitchell and her sewing class
held a sale of aprons and fancy articles at
the hall Saturday afternoon and evening.
Ice-cream and cake were on sale, and
dancing was indulged in from 8 to 11.30
p. m. The sale was liberally patronized.
The total receipts were about f30. After
paying expenses, the balance will be used
for the benefit ot the sewing class.
Oct. 5.
N.

her

Oct. 5.

Richard Louis Remsnltz, of Boston, is
"Old Farm" cottage fur two week.

Samuel King, of Manaet, is painting
Charles H. Harding’s cottage, "Pleasant
View.”

Ralph Reed and wife are visiting his
mother, Mrs. R. B. Stover.
The E. M. C. S. football team played M.
C. I. at Pittsfield Saturday afternoon, the
game resulting in a tie.
Capt. Joseph F. Nichols returned last
week from a trip to Panama.
He will
spend some time with his family here.
Rev. F. K. Gamble, D. D., pastor of
boro, Mass., where she will live with Mrs. Grace Methodist church, Bangor, occupied the pulpit of the Franklin street
Fred Phillips.
Methodist church Sunday morning end
J. B. Babeon and wife have moved into
in exchange with the pastor.
Fred Phillips’ house which Mr. Babson evening,

Miss

for several years.

Oct. 5.

at

State teachers' convention at Portland.

home

at

K.

the

from Port
Clyde, where be has been in the weir busiH. S. Mitchell is

a

A.

work

Warms aro a danger to tbs
health 0I
child. Make sure that such is nn» .w*
tbe
case With your child.

Mrs Clara Y. Hodgkins is visiting at

home

Campbell visited his brother
Cherry field last week.
Mrs. H. M. Joyce has returned to MelF. D. Baton has moved his family into
and other >relatives.
rose, Mass., tor the winter.
the house owned by Charles Curtis.
The C. E. local union will be held here
Fred Pierce, who is employed in BanEdna Damon,
who
has spent two
Saturday, Oct. 17. The officers have argor, was in town last week.
months in Milton, Maas., is home.
later going into the bronzing business on
ranged a fine program.
Mrs. Martha Nutter has gone to Groton,
Albert Robbins, of Belfast, has purMrs. William Sawyer, of Bar Harbor, Winchester street. He was an honest, upMass., where she has employment.
chased the schooner Car, of the Eggewogand little son George, are spending a few right young man, and his untimely death
is
of
Mahlon
Maas.,
friends
Hill,
Springfield,
came as a great shock to his many
gin Co.
days with Mrs. E. E. Sargent.
here. He leaves a widow, one sister—Mrs. visiting his mother, Mrs. E. I. Hill.
Misses Rebecca and Laura Torrey and
Miss Alice Vivian Graves, of Northeast
Flora Austin, of Milford, Mass., an aunt
Uapt. Fred Phillips and wife have gone Rebecca Greenlaw, who have spent the
Harbor, spent the week-end with her —Mrs.
George P. Clark, of this place, and to Middleboro, Mass, for the winter.
summer here, have left for Boston.
grandmother, Mrs. C. W. Kittredge.
several cousins.
8. Alton Herrick, ot Chicago, Is visiting
Mrs. Emma Illaley, of Chelsea, Mass.,
Joseph Higgins, wife and daughter, of
A NON.
Oct. 12.
hit parents, Dr. F. 8. Herrick and wife.
who has been the guest of Mrs. Winfield
Bar Harbor, were the Sunday guests of
Several of the teachers here will attend Greenlaw has returned to her home.
Mr. Higgins’ brother, O. C. Higgins and
SEAL COVE.
Mrs.

Presque Isle

Harry

are

Worms in Children

GOTT’S ISLAND.

ness.

the late Charles B.
cas,
Joy, and went to live with hie aunt, Mrs.
George P. Clark, on the Stephen Joy
Mrs.
homestead, when but a child.
Clark moved to Newton Center, Mass.,
where Mr. Joy received his education,
the

was

been

Tour Fall Cold Needs Attention.
No use to fuss and try to wear it out. It
will wear you out instead.
Take Dr. King's
New Discovery, relief follows quickly.
It
checks your Cold and Soothes your Congh
Pleasant, Antiseptic and Healingaway.
Children like it.
Get abotlleof I>r. King's
New Discovery and keep it in the nouse.
“Our family Cough and Cold Doctor," writes
Lewis
Ohio.
Chamberlain,
Manchester,
Money back if not satisfied, but it nearly always nelpt.

I
|

The Maine Central railroad station at
Maranacook was burned last Wednesday

To make

evening. Loss, fl,500.
Napaleon, aged eighteen, son of Alphouse Trembley, of Old Town, fell into
the river near his home Tuesday of last
week, and was drowned.
The Royal Month and the Royal Disease.
Sudde.i changes of weather are especially
trying, and probably to nonejnore so than to
the scrofulous and consumptive.
The progress of scrofula during a normal October is
commonly great. We never think of scrofula
—its bunches, cutaneous eruptions, and wasting of the bodily substance—without thinking
of the great good many sufferers from it have
derived from Hood's Sarsparilia, whose radical and permanent cures of this one disease
aie enough make it the most famous medicine
in the world. There is probably not a city or
town where Hood’s Sarsaparilla has not
proved its merit in more homes than one, in
arresting and completely eradicating scrofula,
which is almost as serious and as much to be
feared as its near relative—consumption.

a

“batch”

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a

pieortwo—the kind of goodliving that makes the family smile.
All from WilliamTell and all
because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

always good
j

—

Extra nutritions and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and ti\e special
in
process of milling yours only
<a»

I

j WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.

C. W.
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MACHINERY

*

FARM

JTHE

Coarse-

I

:

If1*--

..

development ol the
agricultural been
dne more to the
has
tiftv years
p**’” made in the development ol ferra
its improved efficiency
biInrv and
factor that has affected
to any other
in the United States. It is
farm machinery
tbe efficiency of

j

To

Tcalture

i
|

I

,be present agricultural population
maintain the food supply necesof our present
(or the maintenance
of modern ma"jjgtion; as the use
enables the laborer to do rfhat
more laborformerly done by two or
do it with a greater degree of per-

is

to

I
<

'tmrrv

o

Marriages are only one kind of partnership that ought to be made in heaven.
You'd see It in a wink if you happened to be a mechanician on the
swellest rncing machine that ever
pounded the Elgin road.
My boss. Charley McCord, Is a dead
game driver and all that talk, but I'm
In on the glory, all right
You Just

<nsnd

fection.
of the agricultural developIn tbe study
we find that
otof tbe pest centuries
The tools
was made.
little progress
used thousands of years
d implements
much improved upon until
Kovere not
Lent times. Indeed It has been within
that any marked imthe last century
in agricultural machinery has
pjoverocm
about. Many here present
t*n brought
cruder methods and cruder
tan recall the
thet were used even within

ft

ask Charley.
The fact is 1 drove a car
myself five
years before he ever touched a little
to
Huger
the steering wheel.
Ue always wns n gdod mechanic, and when
he came into the
factory as a plain
Ironworker 1 helped him get his start.
Being some older and an old hand
myself, I put him wise to lots of little

implements

alietr recollection.
Tbe great civilisation which has deis due very largely
teioped in this country
made possible by
lotbe improved methods
ihedevelopment of machinery both in tbe
farm. Nations backward
tiiy end on tbe
of agricultural mam tbe development
chinery are backward all along the line of
improvement. Tbe mowing machine has
Tbe grain
tbe scythe.

I

ci

m—i

supplemented

harvester has aupptemented tbe cradle;
and tbe potato digger, to a great extent,
iheroan with tbe hoe. The farmer of tomore work in e
day is able to do mneb
end do it
day. to do it at tbe proper time,
in tbe times of
more thoroughly than
hand labor on the farm.
In tbe case of barveating machinery,
arains and grasses may be harvested at
the proper time in tbeir development to
■Kure maximum returns of the crops, in
By band
the most favorable condition.
methods, work mas begun when tbe bey
SSI too green to cat, end lasted over until
the bty was so woody that it was unfit
for best use by animals as feed.
UKC

10

manurr

too

rated when

uiuru

gram

wan

nar-

my

securing only

greeu,

along this

I-teg---I

by -everal of our states.
I will q lote from Minnesota Bulletin
No. 117. In this data the amount of depreciation and the original cost of the
machine, including repairs, have been
taken into consideration. Grain binders,
18.1 (tins per acre.
Grain seeders, 7.5
ceoi?.
Hinders, 83.6 cents; com planters,
?7 cent*; mowing machines, 26.6 cents;
wku, b 6 a nts; plow a, 8.7 cents; harrows,
1.7
-, *. *<_■
g.y uciiia. This shows thu
average coat per acre to secure the use of
machinery on the firm, where a reasonable
line

11

yum,

acre* is

handled

per

Tell Charley to dkiveI tell him to
DRIVE FOR LOISl"

bei|m along the

way. as tbe evangelist
who gave us noon talks would say.
1 mostly talked him Into the racing
game.
My own eyes, you see, wasn't
I did have the
quite good enough
nerve and uil that: but. by nil thnt's
good, what orbs that Charley >>oy had!
Ills optica acted live times qulcker'n
mine.
Well, to get down to my yarn, that
boy showed class, and I talked It up at
the front office, and before five months
Charley McCord was put on the racing
lists with De Palma. Barney Oldfield
In the racing
and all tbe daredevils.
game a man can climb mighty fast—
If be has the right sort of partner. 1
And
was put on us bis mechanician.
I will say that double pay and an occasional race beat that nine boor all
days a week plugger's Job all hollow.
We won for tbe Greyhound comThat was the pleasant part.
pany.
We took the annual gold cup free for
all od the coast; back tracked and
shot through the air at faster'u seveuty an hour, in order to pull down
the Murphy handicap for stock cars.
Mind you. my young first year product was making the old heads look

machine,

l*r year.
A* to tue duty of a machine, by averaging a lame number of estimates of rates
of work for oifferent
machines, it has been
coocindtd that

foot

in

o'-e

aud

th><»

a

machine

covering

one

of surface should go over
four-tent ha acres per day. On
bans, ■ plow turning a twelve-inch
widTb

furrow,

uid

«.

•»x*foot

mow

plow 1.4

ing

acres

per day.

machine 8.4

acres

A
per
12.5

nine-foot hay rack about
day.
Some farms may be over-supplied with
machinery, but many more are under•uppl t
In many communities, satisa

acre#

p

factory

r

arrangements

can

be made among

groups of farmer*, that would provide all
of them with
up-to-date machinery at
tmaii expense.
Machines may be purchased by different individuals, and by
001
duplicating the kinds already pur-

chaaed, or
tort. by a
too

sick.
Did you ever toiiow a uaseuun ciuu
or
streak
maybe
a
winning
In
watched the career of any old big
Jawed pug? I tell you It’s a law! As
sure ns Christmas something's got to
happen. The ball tossers slump. The

to be

purchased, by tneir ueighmethod of hiring, all may be

accommodated,

where the acreage is not

large.

We

might suggest as some of the im- ,
Pie menu to be handled iu this way:
A
ex-chuinpton gets knocked out by some
seeder, that w ill distribute grain at j fresh upstnrt It's the law’. So 1 kept
the same time
distributing grass seed and i my eyes and ears walking to guard my
commercial fertilizer; a self-binding grain boss, fie wasn't yet twenty-five, and
httvemer might be owned by another
being away up In thirty 1 thought It
maui a corn harvester by another; an
I kept on
was a part of my religion.
ensilage cutter by another; a farming and the lookout for the break.
Grading mill by another; and so on, until
It came In a way I didn't calculate
th«
community is well supplied with up- on. At Peoria 1 missed m.v boy and
to-date machinery at a minimum expense.
started a hunt down the saloons.
In
purchasing machinery, one recom- Charley never had touched the sweet
niendation would be in place here, as to
dream bottles, but I was ufrnld. Three
what machinery to
purchase. We should hours later lie turued up all right and
recommend the buying of standard makes
silently took his sent at the wheel. We
of machines
from reliable manufacturers,
racer
were tuning up our Greyhound
a°d, where possible,
a
from
purchased
for the biggest race In our fight for
e^er who will
for
carry the supplies
fame.
these machines in
stock, within a reason“Ed." he said as he slowly climbed
ab,e distance of the farm.
out over the side and began an exam^ b*t of
advice, given in a quotation, ination of tbe car. “I telegraphed the
i think,
appropriately conclude this people In the front office that I am godiscussion.
whirl. I’ve
ing to cancel this Peoria
*‘Be not the first
by whom the new is asked ’em to enter me for the 500 mile
tried;
Memorial at the speedway. Indian^°r yet the last to
lay the old aside.”
apolis.”
Well. I was some stunned. Not that
I didn't trust my boss—not that But
What Ha Lacked.
tbe Memorial day spin at the speedla related of a South American
McCord
General, who was extremely wejl pleas- way I I wondered if Charley driver In
didn't know that every great
^ with
about
himself, that once when
the country would be on hand.
to sally forth
to a grand dance he surI couldn’t talk for a few minutes—
*®7ed himself contentedly In the mirthree or four.
maybe
tor and then
whirl
some
Is
Memorial
soliloquized thus:
"That
Thou hast all—bravery, wealth. Charley.” I couldn't get enthusiastic.
Position, good looks. Ah. what dost "If you think yon ought to try we'd
thou lack?*
better do as you say—cut out this

j

J°utd,

Whereupon his orderly, who, un**°wn to the general, was close at
toind, remarked:
“Sense, general, sense!-

cat.

ougnui

lu care lur

glory.
mean ev-

But you don’t know—It will
to us—to Charley and me. Oh,
how I want him to win. but It’s awful.
Mr. Ed!”
1 never said nothing. I didn't quite
know what to say. As I stood figuring
on what to do for the girl, in case
something did happen, I saw Charley.
He shot past us for the twentieth time.
I saw n cloud of dust. There was a
La
cry from nearly 60.000 mouths.
Roche, the French driver, had gone
down In a nasty heap. Again 1 caught
sight of Charley and how he was driving! The dump bad given him a slight
advantage, and he was eating up the
path before him.
How long our nerves had tingled I
1 would have been a
don't know.
thousand times easier at my old place.
I saw Charley rush by the stand and
stop a hundred yards down the course.
It was tire trouble. I could see them
working like fiends.
She almost
“Go to him. Mr. Ed!”
pushed me. "Tell him to be careful.
Tell him”I was ofT. The face of that girl was
a miracle.
I remembered her words
and rushed to Charley. I pulled him
from bis work and told him the girl he
loved was scared worse’n I ever saw a
woman.
He grew a little pale, but it
didn’t show much under his dirty face.
“I’ll stop, if you think she wants me
to.
Nothin' ’is too good for her. But
If that motor holds I can win in a
walk."
As he stopped talking there was a
crash.
Young Lockwood had gone
Into a fence a few yards back stretch.
Charley’s car was already in trim to
She panted as if mad to leap forgo.
ward on the mad path that sometimes
leads to—well, it isn’t pleasant to say
Just where. But Charley did not get
Into the car.
"Ed, if I drop out will the boys say
I quit?"

erything

|

haw been made

arm.
fur.

shriveled grain, or was harvested when
quite late, leaving the farmer at the mercy
of poor weather conditions, hi which to
i harvest t ue crop.
The acreage of Ullage crop has been increased very largely, which nukes possible tb
preparation of the land for the
renew*i <>f grass plants, in order to secure
large yields of bay crops. At this time of
high co.-t o( land labor, 1 would like to call
[ your attention to the co*?t per acre of machinery service, exclusive of the man and
how* labor used in connection with it.

Ioreatigiiiona

the next day on the filer.
Charley
didn't talk much, and I didn’t worry
him.
At the Indianupolis station I'got my
second shock. Chnrley had a girl! Be
must have telegraphed, for she was
waiting at the statlou with apparently
none other than dearest mamma.
Be
told me afterward thut she was the
daughter of the purchasing agent of
the factory. Say. she did love my boss!
Why, she couldn't have spelled It
plainer on an electric sign. When 1
saw Charley after dinner he told me
the whole thing. She wanted him in
the race.
"Ed. yon ought to see the little minx.
Do you know she thinks I am the best
driver In the world, and If she keeps
up that talk It’s going to turn my fool
bead, don’t you know It She makes
It so all Bred real. Why, I can see you
and me leading Barney about ten laps,
and”—
"Charley! Charley!” I broke in on
that guff.
"We’ll be lucky devils to
bring home two whole frames and a
few pieces of car.
If your little lady
wants you to race, race!
But keep
That speedway Is
your head. boss.
some nasty driving.”
When the big day came I was not
with him. It was my blamed eyes. I
cried—honest to goodness—almost all
the night before
I seemed so much a
part of Charley and his squatty little
Greyhound. But eyes are necessary,
and with an aching heart Charley took
on Newman.
So I was at the track In
a front seat
Sitting with me was
Miss Lois—Charley’s sweetheart
We had nervously waited the hour
before the 600 mile affair. I think the
little Indy cried and laughed by weird
turns. Once her mother wanted her to
leave the speedway, but she couldn’t
have made her leave for a million dollars. At the start her nerves were on
edge. She leaned far out, and I was
fearful of some hysterics.
But she
braced up. And how they whirled.
The Greyhound was going at dizzy
Bpeed. Charley was taking the turns
like a good fellow. She made me use
the field glasses. Now he darted past
a rival.
Now he ducked close to the
earth and went like a scared gopher.
After a few minutes Mls3 Lois caught

Peoria business"

speed np. the front office
folks were surprised, but really tickled
We shipped our stuff
Into a pink 111
came along
along by fast frelght and
Well,

to

I didn t answer,

car

lay I wasn't some seared. X was. 1
think the tally when 1 got In was two
dead and four others Injured, and i
didn't have my eyes, you recollect.
The boss threw Newman's headgeat
on to me, and we shot off down the
track.
I couldn't see anything. I only knew
I was trusting the driver and tne Lord
to bring me back from that dizzy ride
a whole man.
We rocked. We rolled
and rolled and plunged. Twice we
passed cars when I know our axles
weren’t a half Inch apart.
My own
head roared with the rushing sound.
How long it kept up 1 never will be
able to tell.
I faintly was conscious that we must
Charbe nearing some kind of end.
ley’s head was as clear as a crystal
glass, but mine was foggy. 1 kept in
mind as best 1 could that if be pulled
np I must show sense enough to get
down and work on a tire or whatever
the thing happened to be.
After a little eternity, probably stuck
into five or ten minutes. 1 could bear
Charley utter a kind of groan. We bad
Just swung a terrific curve at the upThe car was
per turn in the eight.
slowing a little I noticed, and 1 could
tell that the boss was trying to talk to
me without tnking his eyes from the
track.
We slowed still more, and I
could bear his shout:
“Slide Into my place. Ed! I’ve busted an arm or something! Only another
couple of laps or so! Drive like the
devil!”
I never moved.
"My eyes, boss! I can’t see! Let’s
get out of—
I could feel his hand on my shoulder
for a moment The car was slowing
gradually.

have driven If I’d never known what
eyes are for. I tell you that Charley is
Just boss enough to know what can get
me on my knees. It’s sentiment—that’s
what gets me.
I slid into his place and got a hold
of that wheel. Then I let ’er out and
prayed. With my eyes there wasn’t
nothing else to do. Maybe it was my
old instinct. Something kept me in the
middle of the speedway when there
was a car at the pole, and something
made me take the pole after I’d passed
car.

I tell you, 1 couldn’t see a thing!
We shot over that track—that’s all
there is to tell. At the turns I could
hear the boss scream something, and I
I got the fool
swung the Greyhound.
notion that a car was trying to pass us.
I’ll never be able to tell anything nbout
it It was just a hunch—a straight
hunch. I let out the motor to her best
speed. Whlr-r-r! I knew it was a car
now.

She was puffing mighty close to
It was growing
Whlr-r!
my head.
fainter; we were creeping away! The
boss heard the signal for the last lap.
lie yelled words I couldn’t understand.
But I hung hold of the wheel until I
thought I’d lose an arm. Whir-rl

Something

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
born Oct. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Meynell.
Mrs. Georgia Lynam will spend tbe
winter in BostOD.
A

son was

Mona Gordon

Burry

was

surely creeping

up on
It was

us. There was a terrific shout.
louder than the loudest thunder I ever
heard. It seemed like the hoarse voice
of n great giant.
I think It was the boss' left hand
that slowed us up. I remembered Uke

trom West

Feiis

How

Vinol

Restores
to the
Ones in

Strength and Vitality
Weak, Worn-Out

Pauline Ashe, of Oouldsboro, is visiting
her grandmother, Mrs. Frank Carleton.

Her

Charge.

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, N.Y»

Mrs. Frank Noyes, of West Oouldsboro,
was a week-end guest of Mrs. A. 8. Cum-

—“I have been at work among the sicftr
and poor for nearly eighteen years, and
whenever I have used Vinol for rundown, weak or emaciated patients, they
have been visibly benefited by it On©
patient, a young woman, was so weak
and ill she could hardly creep to my door
Miss Lela Gordon is at home from East- for aid, and was
leaning on a friend’s
brook. The school was closed on account arm. I supplied Vinol to her
liberally
of scarlet fever.
and in a month when she returned to
Homer Goodrich, of Minneapolis, Minn., thank me I hardly recognized her. She
was strong, her color charming and her
and Mrs. Leon Smith, of Salisbury Cove,
cheeks rounded out These words are
were here last Tuesday.
uttered from my heart, in order that
Dr. R. A. Black, Frank TruDdy and more people may know about Vinol, as
their wives are taking an automobile trip there is nothing makes me happier in
the world than to relieve the sick.”—
to the White mountains.1
Mother M. Alphonsa Lathrop, O. S. D.,
Capt. Bennis and family left Monday Hawthorne, N.Y.
for High River, Alberta, Can., to join
Such disinterested and reliable testiEred Bennis, who is on a ranch.
mony should convince everyone of the
The committees in charge of the sale merits of Vinol, our delicious cod liver
and iron tonic to build up health and
last Tuesday, under the auspices of the
for all weakened and nervous
ladies’ aid society, deserve much credit. strength
conditions, whether caused from overWith evergreen, autumn leaves, potted
work, worry or chronic coughs and colds.
plants and tbe attractive booths, tbe hall If Vinol failB to benefit we return your
presented a dainty appearance. A fine money.
mings.
Ralph Emery and family, of Newton,
Mass., were guests Sunday of Mrs. A. 8.
Cummings.

harvest Bupper

was

served.

In the

even-

ing, Noyes’ orchestra furnished music
dancing. About $50 was cleared.
Oct. 12.

for

H.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Edward Emery and wife have returned
from Bar Harbor, where they have been
for the summer.
Mrs. Alice Burkhart and two youngest
children, and Miss Edith Benson, have
gone, to New York.
Cards have been received announcing
the marriage of Miss Verna Lawrie, of
Franklin, to Arthur W. Eaton, of this
place. Their friends here wish them
much

happiness.

Oct. 12.

G, A. Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth. M©
RHEUMA NOT A
‘CURE-ALL.”
Are you suffering from some form of
rheumatism? Then you need a remedy
for that disease only
not a so-called
“cure-all”.
Rubbing in liniments will
—

only
ma

pain temporarily. Rheupatent medicine) stimulates

soothe the

(not

a

free action of every organ and drives out
poison. 60 cents of G. A.

all unnatural

It is guaranteed.

Parcher.

Hubbard.

SLcgal XTotim,
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TRY IT

Bailroabs anh Steamboats.

QUARRIES, FACTORY

LOCA-

MAINE.

Office, Augusta,
Sept. 30. 1914.
to chap. 9, sec. 44. of the revised statutes, as amended by chap.
226 of the public laws of 1909, I will at the

PURSUANT

Treasurer of State’s office at Augusta, on the
twentieth of November, next, at 11 o’clock a.
m., sell and convey by deed to the highest
bidder, all the interest of the state in the
tracts of land hereinafter described, lying in
unincorporated townships, said tracts having
been forfeited to the State for non payment
of State, county and fo estry district taxes,
certified to the treasurer of state for the year
1912.
The sale and conveyance of each tract
will be made subject to a right in the owner
or part owner whose rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same at any time
within one year after the sale, by paying or
tendering to the purchaser his proportion of
what the purchaser paid therefor at the salewith interest at the rate of twenty per cent,
per annum from the time of sale, aud onedollar for release, or such owner may redeem.*
his interest by paying as aforesaid to thetreasurer of state as provided in chap. 9, sec.
46, of the revised statutes.
No tract however will be sold at a price less
than the full amount due thereon for such
unpaid State, county and forestry district
taxes, interest and costs as described in the
following schedule:
HANCOCK COUNTY.

No. Acres
Amt.
unp’d
T. NO. 4, North Division, part
of, being sections 26, 26, the
south half of sections 27 and
28, and sections 29 and 30 in
said township. Said sections
are reported to be owned by
the St. Croix Paper Co. et
als, and contain three thousand one hundred ninety-four
$27 45
acies, more or less,
(3,194) 638
J os. W. Simpson.
Treasurer State of Maine.

Julia G. Bowdoin, TemTIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS, THEplesubscribers,
Bowdoin, Francis Lynde Stetson, all
of New York,
ofthe city, county and
and J. P. Morgan, of Glencove, Nassau
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS county,
of New York, hereby give
said
state

state

and CAMPS
Located

on

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

Undeveloped

Water

Powers,

Unlimited Raw Material,
Good

Await

Farming Land

Development.

|
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the !

are

MAINE CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Iaf>
"THEN

I

LET

HER

OPT AND

PRATED."

flash and yanked Into his old scat,
while nobody could sec us because of
the movement and the dust. We made
the duck better’n most vaudeville folks
We slowed
ever could have done it.
more, and I could hear Charley’s voice:
“They pushed us. but 1 think we
won.
If we did. you’ll get”—
A great shout from the stands almost a mile across the field echoed
It seemed to my bad
over and over.
eyes that thousands were coming toward the Greyhound.
By Jove, they
were! Before we knew cameras were
clipping like mad. and men from the
papers were asking Charley about his
life, his prospects and the whole story.
And Miss Lois, who couldn't wait for
us to get back to the stand, had rushed
out to us In her daddy’s car.
Well, sir, after the shouting was all
over and the driver of the Greyhound
saw
twenty-five deposited to his account-thousands. 1 mean—be slipped
up to me with a check, which should
keep me comfortable for five years,
anyway. It didn’t feel like taking It
but what could you do? Charley was
the boss wasn’t be?

Eastern

a

Steamship

Corporation.
Change

in Schedule.

In

Effect

OctoberJ5.

From Bar Harbor $5.25

Sedgwick

$4.76
$4.25

Trip

$9.00
$8.50
$7.50

Leave Bar Harbor 10 00 a m Mondays and
Thursdays for deal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland; connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Leave Bluehlll 9.00 a m Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Sedgwick,
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Broeksyllle,
Dark Harbor and Rockland.

Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 6.00 a m
Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor
and Intermediate landings.
Leaves Rockland 6.15 a m
Saturdays for Bluehlll and

Wednesdays
Intermediate

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Charles 8. Griffin and Lewis
of
Sullivan, county of
State
of
Maine,
by
their
deed
dated
the
18th
mortgage
of October, 1913, conveyed to E. C. Hanna, of
Sullivan, said county and State, and recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
book 502, page 138; same conveyed by E. C.
Hanna to me, the undersigned, October 28,
1913. and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 502, page 162:
A certain lot or parcel
of land situated,
formerly part of Township No. 7 known as
the Isaac Bunker homestead, and being all of
the same property described in a deed from
the said Lewis B. Griffin to the said Charles
S. Griffin, ami recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds, book 464, page 145, to which deed
reference may be had; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken;
reason of the breach of
now, therefore, by
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
E. M. Frye.
HarringtoD, Maine, September 30, 1911.
B Griffin,
WHEREAS.
and
Hancock,

subscriber,
of
Haverford,
THE
commonwealth of

Thomas DeWitt Cuylerr
Montgomery county,
Pennsylvania, hereby giverhas been duly appointed

that he
of the last will and testament and
codicil thereto of
MARIA DEWITT JESUP, late of; the eity^
county and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will.
Being a resident of the
commonwealth of Pennsylvania and not a
resident of Maine, the subscriber has appointed Luere B. Deasv, of Eden, Hancock
county, Maine, whose post-office address is
Bar Harbor, Maine, his agent for all purposes
specified in revised statues of Maine, chapter
66. section 48. All person having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make:
notice

Mount Desert and Bluehlll Lines.
To Boston
Round
Bluehlll

notice that they have been duly appointed
executors of the last will and testament and
cordicil thereto of
GEORGE S. BOWDOIN, late of the city of
NEW YORK.
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will; and that they have appointed Edward B. Mears, of 26 Mt. Desert
street, in the town of Eden, county of Hancock
and State ol Maine, as their agent within the
said State of Maine. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Julia G. Bowdoin.
Temple Bowdoin.
J. P. Morgan.
Francis Lynde Stetson.
September 7, 1914.

^

and

the cry of another spill. Above
the din came the unnatural shrill voice
of Miss I.ois. She was leaning against
the fence only ten yards away.
Tell him
“Tell Charley to drive!
to drive for Lois!"
Without a word my boss was In his
With a puff the Greyhound
place.
Jumped Into the middle of the speedway. And then ranted off.
As I led the girl back to the stand
great tears mounted to the corners of

mile away.
“Mr. Ed! Oh. It Isn’t Charley, is it?"
I put In a word of com“Never!"
fort. "Charley never lets his car behave that way—he's boss."
We were now at the steps leading to
It was 32, the
Whlr-r-r!
our seats.
Greyhound, rushing by. Beyond the
Srst turn 1 could see him again bring
the car to a stop. A crowd surrounded
tip; car. 1 left the young woman and
rtished back to him. With a football
plunge. 1 made my way to his side. I
could hear his voice before I could get
up to the car.
old
Get Ed—my
Ed?
“Where’s
Lift
driver! Newman’s all In. boys.
him out and rush him to the GreyAnd get Ed—get my
hound camp!
Ed!"
I reached the side of my boss.
“Slide in here. Ed!"
There was do smile, no asking, no
begging—nothing—It was my boss living his life In the natural way.
I won't
Well. I slid m my place.

home

Mrs. Dallas Tracey has gone to Kent’s
Hill, where Mr. Tracey is teaching.

came

Bang!
Only a moment later a racer was on
Qre.
It had Jumped the railing and
was now
burning Into ashes a half

was

Sunday.

Miss Irene Conners was at heme from
Northfleld over Sunday.

down tne track

her pretty eyes.
“Men need brave girls, don’t they,
Mr. Ed? Men expect”—

over

_

“Ed—Ed, If you love me! We're nearly In!" he gasped.
That love part got my goat. Say, I’d

a

OOUNTY NEWS.

and
land-

ings.
Turbine steel steamships Camden and Belfast (Boston and Bangor line) connect with
the Bar Harbor and Bluehlll boats at Rockland
for Boston.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkjucl, Agent, Bluehlll.

executor

payment immediately.

Thomas DkWitt Citylbb.

September 24, 1914.
subscriber
been

she has
THE
tratrix of the

estate

hereby gives notice thats
duly appointed adminis-

of

JAMES H. RICHARDS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMina G. Town,
mediately.
Seal Harbor, Me.

Sept. 22,1914.

Sbbirtlatmmta.

SObrrticrmtnt*.
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___

Banish Your Foot Troubles

COMMON FOOT
AILMENTS

Tired, aching, painful feet, corns, bunions, weak arches and ankles,
broken arches, flat-foot and other foot ailments relieved and corWe have
rected with the famous Scholl foot-comfort appliances.
installed this wonderful service for the benefit of our customers.

I BROKEN

THIS NEW DEPARTURE IS FOR YOUR BENEFIT

DOWN

ARCH

Take Advantage of this

Reason for this Innovation

Opportunity

For months we have been preparing for this new feature of added service to our
customers and to people who have experienced difficulty ‘n being fitted, or whose feet
have been tortured, in order to bring relief to all foot sufferers.

Jfa matter what your foot troubles may be, no matter what remedies you may
have tried, no matter how hard you have sought to get relief, you can come to this
store knowing that your foot troubles will be positively banished and permanently

Our salesmen have been under special training, not only in fitting foot gear, but
also in the proper methods of correction of foot ailments by Dr. Scholl's appliances.
tVe aim to have this store known as the store in town where perfect foot comfort ser.
vice can be obtained.

corrected by the Scholl method and the Scholl appliances. Even if you have been
wearing arch supports come in and let us tell you about the wonderful Scholl method
We give examination and advice free to our trade
of correcting ailments of the feet.

Henceforth This Store will Give Customers
There is

Scholl

a

XRAMPED

CONTRACTED
A

Scholl’s Tri-Spring Arch Support

Scholl's Absorbo Corn Pads

cor-

and size for each toe.

rects even the severe cases of fiat foot.

OR HAMMER TOES

Cramped Toes,
Foot

Plaster, medicated,
hours.

Hammer Toes

properly fitted
prevents this crowding
Scholl's
forward and cramping toes.
Hammer Toe Spring for hammer toes.
Scholl’s

holds up arch

AND

BUNION

Over and
Scholl’s

holding

—

a

corns

AND UNDERLAPPING TOES

NEWS

Marion Bartlett, of East brook, is

visitor in town.
Rev. W. H. Dunham’s

Sunday

was

simple, and was attended only by immediate relatives. Mr. Merrill is assistant manager of the George E. Keith Co.
factories. Mrs. Merrill, who is a graduate
of Castine normal school, has been a
teacher in the Huntington school the past

excellent

a

five years.

They left

on

a

wedding trip

of a month through the West.
On their
return they will reside at 1291 Main street,

dis-

supplemented by good

Campello, Mass.

choir music, Mrs. L. T. Bunker soloist.
Ward & Wyman, of Cherryfleld, are
shipping by rail pine box boards from
their last winter’s cut on Dwelley’s point.
The chicken supper at the Methodist
vestry Tuesday will be served by a local
party of male experts in the culinary

W.

Oct. 12.
_

BROOKS VILLE.
HIGH SCHOOL

There are thirty-eight pupils registered
Brooksville high school.

A baseball team has been organized,
with
Maurice Chatto as
captain and
Brainard Farnham, manager. Two games
have been played.
A game was played
with the Clark
high school Saturday
afternoon, the score being 5 to 4 in favor
of C. H. S.
in the game with the town
team, the B. H. 8. won with a score of 16
to 8.

H. C. Bunker returned from Aroostook
county Saturday, and left Monday to accept a position with the Great Northern
Paper Co.
E. B. Gay and wife have closed their
house, and will spend the season at Wash-

ington Junction, where he is filling a contract for pulpwood.
The upper classes gave the freshmen a
C. J. Murch, who had an operation on
one of his legs and was in the hospital for
reception Monday evening, Sept. 28. The
some time, now goes to Bar Harbor every
evening’s entertainment consisted of
music and games.
served. Flash-light
of the group.

day for treatment.

Frank Moore and wife, with
Mrs.
Harry Macomber and daughter, Miss
of
w^ere
recent
Bernice,
Ellsworth,
guests
of H. G. Worcester and wife.

prevents

this

by

straight.

who has been

car-

Wednesday by

Mr. and Mrs. Mc-

Kenzie.
Oct. 12.

B.

TREMONT.
Charles Norwood left to-day to go with
Parker.
Emery
Mrs. Ida Norwood is with her niece.
May Rich, tor the winter.
Mrs. Julia Newman came home from
Southwest Harbor last week.
Dr. Clayton Holmes, wife and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Frock and Mr.Tieecartin, of
Lubec, spent the week-end with Mrs. May
Rich. They cause by automobile.
Mr.
and Mrs. Prock spent a part of their stay
with Mrs. Prock’s brother, Harry Greenlaw, at McKinley.
Oct. 5.
Kin.
_

SOUTH HANCOCK.
William McCauley is in the soldiers’
home, at Togus, for the winter.
F. M. Watson and wife have closed their
summer home and returned to Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Mias Charlotte Wooster went to West
Qouldsboro Sunday, to spend a week with
Mrs. A. W. Gordon.
Luther Merchant, who has been on the
U. B. S. Missouri, four years, visited his

grandfather

last week.

C. L. Smith and wife have moved home
from Hancock Point. Their son Arthur
and wife are with them.
Cards have been received announcing
the marriage of M ias Gertrude May Coggins, youngest daughter of W. T. Coggins and wife, of this plaoe, to William
Lang Merrill, of Campello, Mass., Sept.
26, at the borne of the bride's sister, Mrs.
E. A. Keith.
On account of the death of
the bridegroom’s mother, the wedding

were

were

taken

Edna Grindle; business manager, Russell
Condon ;assistant manager,Louis Blodgett.

ing for her daughter, Mrs. Minnie McKenzie, at Seal Harbor, was accompanied
home

Callous

on

the Sole

Scholl’s Anterior Metatarsal Arch Sup.
port holds up transverse Arch—relieves
callouses. Metatarsologia and Morton's
Toe Absorbo Callous I'ads relieve pres-

makes shoes tit better.

sure.

-

Main Street.

;

EAST ORLANL).
Mrs. H. £. Dunbar is visiting in Waterville.
Mrs.
William Pierce has returned to
Boston after tba summer here.
Miss Grace (j ibbs, who is attending the
U. of M., is at acme for a short visit.
Elmer Blaisdeli, of Ellsworth Falls, visited his sis ter, Mrs. William Pierce, last
week.
Dun tar & Co.
have shut down their
mill, having finished the season’s work of
sawing staves.

Mr*. Dunham, who has been visiting
daughter, Mrs. E. G. Wiley, has re-

her

turned to Camden.

DeRoche, accompanied by
on a
business trip to the
at
hatchery
Stacey ville.
James
wife, is

his
fish

Horace Webb and wife have returned
Portland, and, with their daughter
Evelyn and son Horace, will remain at
from

their

summer

home here for

a

few

longer.
Oct. 12.

weeks

M.
_

NORTH DAMOINE.
Edward Gilpatrick returned to his home
New Haven Friday.
Mrs. E. E. McFarland, of Auburn, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. D. Y. McFarland.
in

Bragdon is expected to-day
brother John, who has been
for
treatment.
away
Mrs. Mary Remick and granddaughter,
Roseta Marshall, of Trenton, spent last
week with Mrs. L N. Salisbury, jr.
Mrs. Jessie Murray made a short visit to
her mother, Mrs. Isabel Austin, last week.
She was en route from Bar Harbor to her

Harvey

with his

winter home in

Oct. 12.

SEVERE>

Philadelphia.
Y.

BUNION

Rev. A. M. MacDonald. Mr. and Mrs.
Bulger will keep house in Warren SpurlTheir many
ing’s house this winter.
friends wish them a happy wedded life.
Mrs. Hiram Stanley visited her brother,
Henry Spurling, at Seawall, and her sister, Mrs. Waller Hadlock, at lalesford,
last week.
George Bunker, who bad been ill nearly
seven years, died
Wednesday morning.
Funeral services were held Thursday at
the church. Rev. Mr. Forsythe officiating.
Sympathy is extended to the relatives and
friends. He leaves his mother, who has
so patiently cared for him, four sisters
and five brothers, alPwho reside here except one sister.
Oct. 12.
8.

COUNTY NEWS
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs. Brandt, of Boston, has been visiting her brother, William Hamor Holmes.
Mr.
A tew summer visitors remain.
Burke and sister will continue to enjoy
their summer home through October.
The Southwest Harbor football team
went to Northeast Harbor for a game Saturday, and.were defeated by the local
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
born October 10 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Gilley, grandparents of the
new comer.

STONINGTON.
Cora Mills, the Methodist church
Silvious Carter has purchased a Ford
organist, has been giving her services for
the month of October at the Congreautomobile.
gational church, where the two churches i Mrs. Austin Smith, who has been ill
unite in listening to the sermons of Mr. some
time, has gone to the hospital.
Mordecai.
The annual inspection of Juanita chapThe intermediate grade gave a pleasing
ter, O. E. S., will take place Oct. 22.
program at the high school Friday for the
Miss Irene Marks was in town to attend
entertainment of the other grades. A few
extras by the grammar pupils added to the Green law-Brackett wedding Oct. 8.
]
Herbert Billedue has closed his cottage
the interest. The several grades will take j
turns in entertaining every Becoud Friday at West Stonington and returned to BosMiss

ton.

afternoon.

Wednesday afternoon the county Con-

gregational

conference of

ministers

met

|

with the Southwest Harbor church to dis-

Mayo,

married to Artemas
Haynes Richardson, by Rev. O. G. Barnard, of Dover, in the presence of the immediate families and an uncle and aunt of
the bride from Glencove. The home, all
ready for the bridal home-making, was
beautifully decorated w-ith autumn leaves
and flowers. The bride’s gown was white
silk mull over net, and she carried a
shower bouquet of sweet peas. Soon after
partaking of the bride cake and other
dainty refreshments, the newly-weds left
by automobile amid a shower of confetti
and flowers for Bangor for a few days, to
be at home for the calls of friends Oct.
and prosperity attend their
15.
May
Howard

was

Harry Greenlaw leaves this week for
Portland, Ore., to spend the winter with
relatives.

Most of the weir fishermen are taking
up their weirs for the winter, after a suc-

cuss

Another wedding of much interest to
Southwest Harbor people took place Oct.
6 at the Kaighn farm cottage, when Martha, second daughter of Capt. and Mrs.

COUNTY NEWS.

by

plans for the betterment of work in
Clifford ; personal editor, Elizabeth Con- Sunday school, with a general outline of
need
of concerted efforts to advance
the
don; athletic editor, Brainard Farnham;
and influence of church work.
art editor, Elwin Dyer; exchange editor, the interest

visit.

Williams,

Refreshments

pictures

A school paper is to be published during
the winter term. The editorial board was
chosen as follows: Editor-in-chief, Morris
Chatto; assistant Percy Bates; literary
editor, Ward Grindle; local editor, Eleanor

Dr. S. S. DeBeck and Mrs. A9a S. Dyer,
who motored to Orono Friday, returned
Saturday, Misses Muriel and Eirena DeBeck coming with them for a brief home
Mrs. R. H.

High Insteps

Scholl’s Tri-Spring Arch Support is
fitted to equalize and distribute the
weight. Takes pressure off the ball and

Underlapping Toes

team there.

NOTES.

at the

line.

other

Adults.

or

Extreme

EXTREME HIGH IAISTEP

was

FRANKLIN.

course

severe minions

CALLOUSES
a
ON SOLE

COUNTY
Miss

For Children

Deformity.

Scholl’s Hanlon Right to help flex the
W.
Scholl's Bunion Spring acts as a
lever to straighten. Scholl's Bunion Keducer, a shield of antiseptic rubber to
take off pressure and reduce enlarged
bunion joints.

correctly.

In 48

*

^OVER

or

Scholl’s Foot Eazer tirmly holds up the
weakened ankle by supporting the arch

shape

Scholl's Fixo Corn

removes

Toe-Flex

toes

Ailment

THE CENTURY BOOT SHOP,

[

CORNS

Eazer

—

s root lomtort service

Weak Ankles

Corns

Broken Down Arch

AND

Dr. Scholl

Every Foot

for

Appliance

rree

cessful

season.

On peace Sunday, Rev. Mr. MacDonald,
missionary, occupied the Congregational pulpit.
seacoast

MAN8KT.
Mix Celia Wilson has gone to New
York tor the winter.
Andrew P. Haynes, of Lynn, Mass., is

visiting

at S. S.

king's.

Elmer Kent and wife spent the past
on Swan’s Island.
Bert Robinson and wife, of Orrlngtoo,
visited in town recently.
Miss Louise Johnson baa employment
in Ellsworth for the winter.
Amos Dolliver and family have moved
to part of Sewell Hopkins’ house.
Rev. Clarence Emery, of Charleston,
will preach at the union church Oct. Id.
S. S. Dolliver and wife left Monday for
I a visit in Boston, Portland and Port Clyde.
Rev. F. P. Dnsser left Oct. 5 for a va! cation.
He will be back in the pulpit
; Oct. 25.
Ospt. Charles Stanley and wife will visit
son and daughter in Tennessee in
j their
December.
Joseph Robinson, after a few days at
home, has returned to bis employment in
Massachusetts.
j
Mrs. Harry Sprague, with two children,
; haa returned home from Boon Island,
I where she visited her parents. Albert
i Staples and wife. Lester Staples came
j home with her to attend school.
Mrs. Franklin Smith is in Hkowhegan
Mr. Smith
j visiting her son Franklin.
and little Waiter accompanied her, reMrs.
Smith will visit
i turning Tuesday.
| in Bangor, Brewer and Charleston before
week

!

visiting Mrs. Benson’s mother,
Mrs. M. A. Shew.
Mrs. Abbie Tall visited her brother, F.
A. Noyes, in Sullivan last week.
Miss Lottie Wooster, of Washington
Junction, la visiting Mrs. A. W. Gordon.
Mrs. F. P. Noyes spent the week end in
Sullivan, the guest of Mrs. A. S. Cumlast week

mings.

Oct. 12.

L
_

EAST FRANKLIN.
Mias Flora Hulbert and Miss M srcia
Gordon are teaching ln Caribou.
Master Paul Blaiadell visited bis cousin,
Irvin Urann, at Egypt, Saturday and Sun-

day.

W. H. Gordon attended the
sociation of Free Baptists at

State

as-

Lewiston

last week.

The Ellsworth Free Baptist semi-yearly
meeting will be held at the Free Baptist
church here Oct. 18-18.
Mrs. Nancy Woodworth, of Bar Harbor,
is with her daughter, Mrs. 8. B. Scaromons, for the winter.
Oct. 12.B.

HlAnlmmciits

1

Frank E. Parsons, a former resident of her return.
Mias Ruth Staples was home Saturday,
this place, now of Lanesville, Mass., is I
visiting in town.
Sunday and Monday from Pretty Marsh,
The Pythian sisters will have t{ieir in- ! Where she is teaching. Miss Staples and
I spection the coming week. Several grand j her mother, Mrs. Stockbridge, recently
| moved from Sw an’s Island to part of Elmer
; officers will be present.

j

;

Raymond Judkins, who has been employed at North Haven for the summer, i

Stanley’s
Oct. 12.

at home for a vacation.
C. H. S. Webb and wife, who hasTe been
on an automobile trip to Brownviile and
other parts of Maine, are home.

bouse.

Lilac.

is

PROSPECT HARBOR.
A Bottle
Arthur L. Htrout is home for the winter.
You never know how soon you’ll
Dr. C. C. Lirrabee end wife visited in
Homer Long has on the show case of Franklin last week.
need a reliable Family Medicine
bis grocery store a potato weighing two !
Lawrence G. Pike, who has been em“L F.”
and one-quarter pounds, that was raised
Medicine
; ployed at Northeast Harbor, is home.
for 60 year-:, has been the oM
! on his farm at West Stonington.
joy
The grading at the new Bruce
bungalow
married life.
Several deer have been seen at West
New England standby—for colds,
; has been completed, and the grounds are
the past month. This island
Spray,
Oct. 12.
l very attractive, laid out under the direcdyspepsia, constipation and other
j Stonington
used to be a great place for deer, but for tion of
complaints. Mrs. Smith writes:
Landscape Gardener McKay of
the last twenty years few have been seen.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Winter Harbor.
Bradford, Mass.
Oct. 12.
Nihil.
“Your ‘L. F.' Atwood’s Medicine is fine.
Oct. 12.
Warren A. Sparling has moved bis
It is certainly all right.
1 have taken it
ORLAND.
{amity to Isleslord lor tbe winter.
many years, and wouldn’t be without it.
CA8T1NE.
When my father was very »ick, I got a
Miss Gertruds Leach is at home alter
Mrs. Alice J. March, ol Ellsworth, is
bottle for him and it helped him at once."
the Bucksport
tbe guest ot Eber Spurling and wile.
surgical treatment at
Andrew Patterson and wife returned to
(signed) Mrs. Flora Smith
Castine Saturday.
B4
Get a bottle TO-DAY
Miss Minnie Sparling, ot lsleeford, was hospital.
frtfiar'J.
Davis
a critical
Mrs.
underwent
and
it
George
and
wile
ol
Millard
Charles
tbe guest
Capt.
keep handy. 35c at all stores.
Sparling
Devereux, of New York,
surgical operation Monday at the Emer- is borne (or two weeks.
Sample FREE write us.
recently.
son hospital, Bucksport**L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
Mrs. Joseph Peterson is
Miss Cynthia Richardson, ol SomesC. Valentine Soper arrived Saturday week in Northeast Harbor. spending this
ville, was the guest ol Oilman Stanley and Irom
Mattawamkeag, where be has been
wile last week.
Carl Wardwell and wife came home SatAlter a two weeks' vacation,
been at leaching.
Mrs. Wilbert Rice, who has
urday after a week in Burlington.
he will return lor another term.
Steuben the past tour weeks, is expected
Mrs. Higgins, of
visited the *
Oct. 12.
home this week.
__D. relief oorps Friday Portland,
evening.
Refreshments
were served.
and
ot
Mr. Cuthpert
wile,
Augusta, Oa.,
Walter Bray, Orland, Me.,
BIRCH
HARBOR.
wbobavea summer borne here, lett lor
caught 24 fox. 84 mink;
North
T. S. Workman and wile, ot Brewer,
Thomaa Callahan,
their home Wednesday.
WEST GOULDS HO HO.
Monroe, N. H
caught 28
Kev. Mr. Knight, ot Bangor, preached were here Sunday.
fox
with
methods
Page
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw, who broke
Gowen Whitaker and tamily, ot Gouldsher Stamp for testimonials and
Sunday torenoon at the church, as a canwrist, is getting along finely.
land,
boro, were recent visitors here.
Warranted
terms.
didate, to a good-sized congregation.
8.
Wood
and
Mrs. A. W. Gordon water, snow seta. Bait and
B. B. Jones, who spent his vacation
Charles Leroy Bulger, ot tbis place, and
scent in pint jars, for sale br
visited
in Bar Harbor last week.
hit
were
with
the
lelt
lor
ol
F.
Miss Georgia
Winslows,
Ellsworth,
Tuesday
Jude,
EDGAR R. PAGE, Orland,
E. N. Benson and wife were in
married at Bar Harbor Saturday, Oct. 10, home in Melrose, Mass.
town Maine.
|
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